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Feds seize Maine National
• By Andy Newman

"Business as usual" were the words recited over and
over again by federal banking officials who opened
Maine National Bank on Monday, Jan. 7,after seizing its
Boston-based parent, Bank of New England Corp., the
day before.
It was the 1980s' style of "business as usual" that
brought Bank of New England toitsknees. LikePortland-

based One Bancorp and several other Northeast financial institutions, Bank of New England had been struggling for more than a year to recover from heavy losses
suffered asa resultofbad real estate loans made during
the 1980s. Maine National, meanwhile, was profitable
- a heal thy bank wi th a sick parent.
And so it was the 1990s' "business as usual" that
brought the feds to Maine National's door. Massachusettsand Connecticut customers, jittery after watching

a string of Rhode Island banks fail, withdrew more than
a billion dollars from Bank of New England on Friday
and Saturday, a cash drain which forced the feds to take
action over the weekend.
But it may be a new century before U.S. taxpayers
have paid back the $2.3 billion that all this "business as
usual" is going to cost them.
• Continued on page 2
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Shopping for
a downtown
Portland plan
pitch complementary plans
• By Andy Newman

Poet and painter Stephen Petroff: "We don't reproduce, we recruit." CBW{fonee Harbert

Poets proliferous
• By W.D. Cutlip

For some reason, southern Maine seems to
have more than its fair share of poets. In fact,
their numbers seem to be increasing daily. Do
not be alarmed. Most poets are nice people. But
before you start relating to poets socially, there
are a few things you should know.
First, most poets' fanciful opinions are set
wi th hair triggers; a casual reference to the
weather can quickly lead to a conversation so
laden with metaphorical meaning as to be
meaningless. Second, the poet's occupational
concern with the small parts of languagesyllables and dactyls, sounds and rhythms - is
accompanied by a neurotic concern for semantic content: the esoteric calculus of connotation,
innuendo and implication. Don't be surprised

if you suddenly find yourself discussing the
meaning of the meaning of what you meant.
If you should actually stray so far as to
discuss poetry with poets, you will soon
discover that words are your worst enemies.
Talk to any four southern Maine poets on the
nature of poetry - say, Betsy Sholl, Stephen
Petroff, Steve Lutrell and Gary Lawless, for
example - and you will find yourself fighting a
verbal Proteus, the shifty monster of many
shapes in Greek mythology.
But if you can hold onto what these four
poets say, they may, like Proteus, tell you your
future. Hold on too long, however, and you
may start writing poetry yourself. Poetry is a
social disease - a disease that heals.

• Continued on page 8

On Jan. 7, the Portland City Council voted 7-1 to commit $1
million to create the Downtown Portland Corporation. The publicly funded corporation will offer low-interest loans and other
financing mechanisms to lure new businesses to the downtown
area as well as revitalize businesses already there.
The plan was backed by Portland City Manager Robert Ganley,
who says the city must step in and "prime the pump" for the
private sector to pull downtown from the doldrums. Ganley is
trying to turn around the exodus of businesses and office people
from downtown to the cheaper retail space and easier parking of
Portland's suburbs.
Another plan - backed by a group of Portland merchants - also
aims to lure businesses downtown. The merchants say Portland
needs a "Downtown Management District;' a zone which boasts
more security and maintenance than other parts of the city. More
shoppers and businesses would be drawn downtown if the streets
were spruced up and they weren't bothered by panhandlers,
supporters of the district say.
The contrasting plans have the city staff and the merchants
switching hats: the city has taken to pinstripe tactics of offering
loans and slick financing to lure more business downtown; merchants, meanwhile, are rolling up their sleeves and playing the
roles of maintenance workers, street sweepers and cops.
And more than just merchants' orpoliticians'livelihoods are at
stake as these downtown plans evolve. Anyone who shops, lives
or works downtown is impacted by the health and vitality of the
area that is the heart of Portland.
• Continued on page 6
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the Naval Air Station in Brunswick, and had been deployed in
support of Operation Desert Shield since mid-December,
L' Abbe said.
L' Abbe said Thomas, 25, enlisted in the Navy in September
1984 and had been based in Brunswick since Aug. 12, 1988.
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Layoffs at Pownal's Pineland Center, caused by the state's
budget problems, could jeopardize the center's compliance with
a 12-year-old consent decree and its ability to care for mentally
retarded residents.
Pineland's superintendent, Donald Hartley, said the center
can absorb the 10 layoffs now planned by increasing overtime
hours for its remaining 310 direct-care workers.
But he acknowledged that the cuts will place Pineland,
which currently is licensed for 295 patients, in a precarious
position. "Even in the best-case scenario, people are going to
suffer," he said.
Hartley said any more staff cuts beyond the 10 now pending
would jeopardize $15 million worth of Medicaid reimbursements to the Pineland Center. Medicaid pays almost threefourths of Pineland's $22 million annual budget.
As an example, Hartley said that any more layoffs would
require the Pineland Center to put people now living in six-bed
apartments into 60-bed residential wings currently housing
fewer people.
That would likely violate the 1978 consent decree that
mandated placing patients in the '1east restrictive setting"
possible for adequate care.
'1t's cheaper to warehouse people," Hartley says. "It would
literally tum us back to the time that preceded the federal
lawsuit in 1978 and put us in jeopardy of legal action."
Residents of Pineland, Maine's largest residential center for
the mentally retarded, sued the state in 1975, charging that the
conditions at the institution viola,ted their rights.
The suit was settled in 1978 when the state signed aoconsent
agreement promising to provide a minimum level of services to
the retarded in the least restrictive setting.

Brunswick Navy man killed In Gulf
A Navy petty officer who was based at the Naval Air Station
in Brunswick until December was killed in a motor vehicle
accident in Saudi Arabia, officials said.
Petty Officer Phillip Jesse Thomas of Chapel Hill, N.C., was
killed in a head-on crash Sunday in Saudi Arabia, said Lt.
Cmdr. Michael L' Abbe, spokesman for Patrol Wings Atlantic at
the Naval Air Station at Brunswick.
Three other Navy men were injured in the accident, he said.
Thomas was.a member of Patrol Squadron Eight, based at
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Most local analysts expected to see One Bancorp's Maine
Savings Bank, which has been operating at a negative net
worth, taken over before Maine National.
But the new year brought bad banking news to Boston.
In neighboring Rhode Island, state officials closed 45 banks
and credit unions after the state deposit insurance fund ran out
of money. And only two weeks before, Boston's Capitol Bank
had collapsed, putting Newton and other municipalities with
accounts in Capitol of more than $100,000 - the maximum level
the FDIC insures - at risk.
It was on the heels of those horror stories that the Bank of
New England Corp. announced on Friday, Jan. 4, that it would
post a $450 million loss in the final quarter of 1990, bringing the
bank's losses for the year to more than $653 million.
DepoSitors panicked. In just 48 hours, more than $1 billion
was withdrawn from Boston-area branches of Bank of New
England. The withdrawals rendered the bank unable to function. It was no longer able to meet simple requests like cashing
checks or COs.
So, on Sunday, Dec. 6, the feds seized the bank.
The feds quickly pumped $750 million into Bank of New
England just to get it back on its feet. Of that money, $250
million went to Connecticut subsidiaries and $500 million to
Massachusetts subsidiaries. Maine National needed no additional money.
All together, the bailout is expected to cost taxpayers $2.3
billion, making it the third costliest in U.s. history. In 1988, the
feds bailed out a Dallas bank for $2.9 million; in 1989, they

Six thousand invitations went out but only a thousand guests
showed up Jan. 3 at the Augusta Civic Center for what turned
out to be a somber inauguration of beleaguered Republican
Governor John McKernan to a second, four-year term.
A crowd of nearly 100 demonstrators, including several
Democratic lawmakers, greeted attendees with chants of "Food,
not furs" and signs calling for McKernan's impeachment, a
reference to the post-election state budget crisis that critics
contend the governor hid from voters.
When 50 of the demonstrators insisted on entering the hall,
they were seated in the section farthest from the podium and
closely watched by the governor's security detail. After
McKernan arrived, the group stomped out, missing a 25-minute
inaugural address that appealed for cooperation but offered few
specifics on how the governor plans to close the budget gap except by not raising taxes.
Those details will come Jan. 11, when McKernan unveils a
two-year budget plan that must make up an estimated revenue
shortfall of $750 million and requires hundreds of more layoffs.
His limited legislative program includes further curriculum
reform in the schools and cost reductions in three areas: the
workers' compensation system, environmental permitting and
heal th insurance for small businesses.

You don't have
to wait seven days

Million Dollar Bridge replacement stalled
The Maine Department of Transportation may have to drop
its proposal for building a new bridge between Portland and
South Portland, replacing the Million Dollar Bridge, to get the
needed environmental permits for the project.
State and federal environmental officials want MOOT to
abandon its plan to build the bridge and its extending roadway
through environmentally sensitive mud flats and salt marshes
along the South Portland banks of the Fore River.
So far, MOOT officials have refused, saying they are waiting
for a decision from the state Department of Environmental
Protection.
The DEP has offered its own proposal which would bypass
the wetlands, hook up with Waterman Drive and cost millions
of dollars less.
The MOOT proposal has been favored by South Portland city
officials since plans for the bridge were unveiled in the early
1980s. City officials say the DEP proposal would be a major
eyesore to the whole community.
Under the present MOOT proposal, construction on the new
bridge would begin in 1993 and be completed in 1995.

NRA, hunters irked at referendum effort
A fledgling group organized in the aftermath of the fatal
shooting of Karen Wood is hoping to bring a "reverse posting"
proposal before voters. The Non-Hunters Rights Alliance is
starting a drive to bring a referendum to Maine voters that bans

"

Continued on page 4

bailed out another Dallas bank for $2.7 million.
Ironically, Maine National was one of Maine's healthier
banks at the time it was seized. It had earnings of $4.5 million
through the first three quarters of 1990, and bank executives
said that it still has a strong capital position.
Maine National was a Maine-owned company before it was
purchased by the Bank of New England in 1985. Since then, the
profits Maine National has shown have been offset by larger
losses at Bank of New England.
Business did appear "usual" at area branches of Maine
National on Monday, which may have been a result of the
FDIC's unusual promise to guarantee all depoSits, including
those greater than the $100,000 limit.
While tellers took deposits and handed out cash and lollipops, the feds were working behind the scenes to make Bank of
New England more attractive to potential buyers. The feds will
try to do what the bank could not collect about $3.3 billion in
bad loans, mostly from broke developers. If the feds cannot
collect the money, the FDIC will "absorb" the bad loans, and
will essentially pay back money the borrowers can't.
''That's why these things are no fun - because we're all going
to pay," said Steve Hirshon, a financial analyst with Maine
Securities. Hirshon said that taxpayers on the sidelines sometimes forget they're footing the bill.
"It's easy to shrug it off and think it's painless and some
monolithic government is going to take care of it. But it's really
you and me that's going to make up the difference on a lot of
bad loans."
Hirshon expects the feds to find a buyer for Bank of New
England within "several months."
Andy Newman

...to read
Casco Bay Weekly.
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MICHAEL CHITWOOD, Portland's Chief of Police,
thinks too many people are being killed with
handguns. He wants people who buy a handgun to
wait seven days before taking it home.
But Chief Chitwood takes home a copy of Casco Bay
Weekly every Thursday. He relies on it for news
about local and community issues.
"If you can wait seven days for the next Casco Bay
Weekly." says Chitwood, "then you can wait seven
days for a handgun."
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hunting on private land
unless the landowner puts up
signs allowing it.
Shawn Gorsuch-Perry of
Portland acknowledges that
the Non-Hunters Rights
Alliance's goals would
constitute "major changes,
dramatic changes" in Maine
hunting. The proposals have
already triggered a critical
response from the National
Rifle Association of America,
which denounced the new
group's campaign Friday.
Organizers said the
alliance also wants to extend
the current ban on hunting
within 300 feet of a home to
at least 1,000 feet for guns
other than rifles. Rifles could
not be used within a mile of a
home.
Thomas Nannery, executive director of the
Sportsman's Alliance of
Maine, said he was "outraged" and vowed that the
statewide, Augusta-based
organization would fight
them. Nannery and NRA
spokeswoman Susan Baldyga
Misiora also were cri tical of
the alliance's call for mandatory eye examinations for
hunters and a proposed
requirement that hunters
wear licenses on their jackets.
Nannery denounced
treating hunters like "common criminals."

Welfare requests
climbing high
The continued economic
downturn in southern Maine
has sent many more people
seeking welfare assistance.
The city of South Portland
has seen the number of
families seeking assistance
more than double in the past
year. During the month of
November, the city assisted
72 families with $14,382. That
compares to last November's
figure of 30 families at a cost
of $5,716.
Gorham has experienced a
46 percent increase in welfare
assistance for 1990 over the
previous year.
Westbrook's welfare
assistance has also doubled
from a year ago, and tripled
since 1988, according to the
city clerk's office.
Portland recorded a 15
percent increase in November, 1990 applications for
welfare assistance over
November 1989.
For the month of November 1990, 3,200 applications
for assistance were filed with
Portland Social Services,
compared to 2,600 for the
previous year, according to
Robert Duranleau, director of
Social Services in Portland.
'With the slumping
economy we're seeing more
and more people seeking
assistance. Food requests
have really increased,"
Duranleau said.

Idexx to leave
Portland
Idexx Corp., an international biotechnology firm
headquartered in the Old
Port, announced last week
that it would move to
Westbrook, probably by the
end of the year.
Idexx's move, from its
present 70,000-square-foot
location on the waterfront to
the former Data General
building in Westbrook, will
mean the loss of $41,000 in
personal property taxes to the
city of Portland, along with
. the loss of a 200-employeeplus work force that frequents the small businesses
in the downtown area.
Idexx officials said the
company was relocating to 80
Eisenhower Dr. in Westbrook
because they had run out of
space to expand at 100 Fore
St., and had been unable to
find a suitable location in
Portland to relocate, even
after meeting with city
officials for over a year to
find a possible location.

Navy toxics in well
A citizen group is calling
for more testing of wells near
Brunswick Naval Air Station
after traces of a toxic chemical
were found in one of 22 wells
sampled in October. But state
and Navy officials said the
traces of the chemical,
trichloroethene, are a t such a
low level they don't pose a
health hazard. For decades,
the Navy disposed of oils,
paints, pesticides and other
chemicals at 12 sites in
Brunswick, but stopped in
the mid-1970s.
Mary Edgerton, an
organizer of Brunswick Area
Citizens for a Safe Environment, said the finding means
that more testing is needed to
make sure any toxic contamination doesn't spread.
Residents living near the
base have been waiting for
the test results since October,
when Navy officials had
Portland-based ABB Environmental Services sample water
from their wells.
The level of trichloroethene detected is "a fraction" of the maximum
allowable limit set by the
federal government, said
Denise Messier, site management supervisor for the state
Department of Environmental Protection's Bureau of Oil
and Hazardous Materials.
'''The fact is that everything is below drinking-water
level standards. Everything is
safe to drink," Messier said.

Gun safety
shot down
Maine voters won't get a
chance to cast ballots on a
safe firearms storage law next
fall.
The Guns & Children
Action Committee, with
Portland Police Chief Michael
Chi twood as honorary
chairman, has given up
trying to collect 52,000
signatures by Jan. 24, the
deadline it must meet if the

referendum is to appear on
next fall's ballot.
Consultant Tony Payne,
whose advertising and public
relations firm received most
of the $6,200 raised by the
committee, blamed a shortage of volunteers for the
signature shortfall. He said
the group had collected about
30,000 names on Election Day
in November.
The referendum effort
arose after a bill making it
illegal to store a loaded
weapon within access of a
child was defeated in the
Legislature last year. Payne
said he expected a similar bill
to be reintroduced "at some
pOint" in the new Legislature's two-year term.
Two other petition
campaigns appear to have
enough Signatures to make
the ballot. Backers of a
referendum that would halt
the widening of the Maine
Turnpike said they had
collected 70,000 Signatures on
Election Day. And John
Hume of RailVision, which
wants the state to reinstitute
passenger rail service
between Portland and
Boston, said about 275
volunteers have collected
56,000 signatures, with more
coming in each week.
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SNOWBOARDS
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Andrews gets
two posts
In his first week on Capitol
Hill, U.S. Rep. Tom Andrews
snagged a seat on the House
Armed Services Committee
and was voted president of
the "freshm<ln class" of newly
elected congressmen.
Andrews' press secretary
Dennis Bailey said the armed
services post will provide
Andrews a voice in reducing
the defense budget and
shifting spending toward
health care, education and
other programs. Bailey said
that Andrews - who is
"absolutely opposed to any
military action at this time" will have an opportunity in
the seat to debate the Gulf
crisis.
After being elected from
the 26 members of the
Democratic freshman class,
Andrews said, '''This freshman class has a mandate to
make noise and to make
change."
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MANY, MANY

THANKS

... to an of our customers.
In 1990 you really outdid y()urselves, and we truly
appreciate your support.
We especially want to thank the hundreds of our
customers who sent family and friends to Hard
Cider Farm Oriental Rugs.
We are grateful for your confidence.
You came from 39 states, D.C., 5 Canadian
provinces, and 9 other countries, to give us a
record breaking year.
As always we will hind pick our rugs from world
markets, with quality and value uppermost in our
minds, to continue our tradition of bringing you
oriental rugs at unbeatable prices.

Eric Hannelius, Andy Newman,
Randy Wilson and
Associllted Press reports

So thanks/or discovering ...
"The Maine Source of Oriental Rugs© ...
again and again."

WEIRD NEWS:
.... Brian Langton, 12-yearold son of Florida Rep. Mike
Langton, was sitting at his
father's desk when the
Jacksonville Democrat left the
chamber of the House to
make a phone call. During a
vote on a bill, Brian unintentionally pressed a button that
registered a "no." The final
tally was a tie, 53-53, that
killed the measure, for which
his father said afterward he
would have voted "yes,"
enabling it to pass.

VIDEOPORT
Lower Lobby

P~~~~~~a~~e

1 'lotJtz,~~~n'ltl/' I
;:>v-

VJ

773-1999

HARD CIDER
FARM Oriental Rugs
45 Middle Rd., Rt.9
/
Falmouth, Maine 04105
Appointments: (207) 775-1600
Maine WATS l-800-660-RUGS

Hours: 10-5 Tues.-SaL
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DOWNTOWN PLAN

aARDING~ BOOK ~RO~

Continued from front page

The problem facing downtown is twofold: not only are major
stores like Owen Moore and Porteous that drew shoppers going
or gone, but soon a lot of people who work and shop downtown will be gone as well. Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Maine
will leave its present headquarters near the Cumberland
County Civic Center for new digs in South Portland. When Blue
Cross goes, it will take 730 workers who added sought-after
foot traffic downtown. Other major employers who plan to
leave downtown include ABB Environmental Services and the
IdexxCorp.
When Porteous announced last May that it would close,
Portland leaders and business people went scurrying to drawing boards. Plans to aid downtown included closing Congress
Street to traffic and making it like Boston's Faneuil Hall,
building mini-malls in the Owen Moore and Porteous buildings
and putting a convention center on Free Street. The best of the
plans aimed to draw new businesses to the area while retaining
the ones that are already there. Two such plans have evolved:

538 Congress Street
Rare and Used Books
Maps and Prints
Bought & Sold
Highest Prices Paid
Search Service
Tax & Insurance Appraisals
Siegle items or large collections wanted

BROWS£I!S ALWAYS WELCOME
10 am to 5:30 pm Mon,·Sat.
Memb..
Antiquarian aoo..: ..\lers Association of Amefico

1-800-228-1398
761·2150

646·8785

S38 Congress St.

Route 1, Wells

The Downtown Portland Corporation

OLD pm"!
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'l

CRAFT
DEMONSTRATION
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call for details
18 Exchange Street
Portland. ME

The City of Portland took its first step in becoming part of
the downtown solution on Jan. 7, when the Portland City
Council voted 7-1 to approve the Downtown Portland Corporation (DPC) and fund it with $1 million.
The board of directors for the DPC will consist of Portland's
city manager, mayor and five local business people. The board
will have the power to give low-interest loans and tax breaks to
businesses that locate downtown or to downtown businesses
that improve an existing location. The corporation will promote
three different funding schemes to entice businesses:
• Portland Business Fund: Small businesses would be
eligible to borrow up to $150,000 to be paid back with little or
no interest. The money could be used to set up a business or
improve an existing business.
• Portland Development Action Program: Similar to the
business fund, but for loans of more than $150,000. Bigger

871-1090

i

t:.>

,.
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Community
Cable Network
week of 1/11/91

Living Tapestries:
(112 hour)
Sebago Magazine:
Latchkey Children (112 hour)
Power & Steele on Tbeater:
Review of local theater
productions
(112 hour)
Paying for College:
Student financial aid
(1 hour)
Martin Luther King Tribute:
A profile of James Phinney
Baxter (112 hour)
Programs premiere Fri. 7·1 Opm,
and are repeated Sat. - Mon.
1·4 & 7·10pm and Tues., Wed.,
& Thurs. 9am·noon.
Cable Chan net 37 in Portland, So. Port·
land, Cape Elizabeth, Falmouth, & Scar·
borough. Channel varies in Gorham.

Revitalizing the State Theater Is one project that could
benerrt from either plan.

• FM

G
Get AGlimpse

of Asian History

and Culture
Looking East
Monday 7-7:30 p.m.

businesses could borrow up to $1 million or more from the city,
which the city could raise through a municipal bond issue. The
program is particularly deSigned to lend money for needed
public infrastructure like sewer improvements and sidewalks
associated with projects, but money will also be lent for general
building and archi tectural costs.
• Tax increment financing: The city contributes a tidy sum of
money to a construction project. But before the city shells out
the money, it projects that the money will be returned with
interest when the developer pays higher property taxes because
of the added valuation of the business.

The Downtown Improvement District
Local business leaders are welcoming the-city's help, but
they aren't banking on the city reviving downtown on its own.
A group of downtown supporters are drumming up interest
in a "Downtown Improvement District" for Portland. The plan
calls for levels of maintenance, security and marketing above

and beyond the levels provided by the city for the section of
Congress Street from Market Street to Longfellow Square, Free
Street, sections of Forest A venue and High Street, and the Old
Port.
So, while the city provides standard police patrol for the
area, the management district would hire its own security fleet
to curb public urination, loitering, panhandling, vandalism and
shoplifting. While the city plows and sweeps streets, the
management district would ensure that sidewalks were cleaned
and shoveled. Similar management districts are in effect in
sections of Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Seattle, Burlington
and other cities.
While the program would also focus on promoting and
marketing downtown Portland, Dirigo Management's Dave
Robinson, a driving force behind the effort, said its primary
foCus will be "nuts and bolts, unglamorous work to keep
downtown neat, clean and well-maintained." Robinson is a
former president of Intown Portland Exchange (IPE), an
organization of downtown merchants. It was IPE that first
introduced the idea of a management district to Portland and
formed an ad hoc committee to study the feasibility of creating a
district. If the management district is successful, IPE may
dissolve when the services and promotion it provides are
covered by the district, Robinson said.
The extra services could cost up to $600,000 a year, and
property owners in the district would pay for them. Taxes paid
to the city from property owners in the district are estimated at
$10 million, and the property owners would be billed up to 6
percen t in addition to their property tax bill to fund the services.

You don't have
te» play heavy metal
•

Reaction at the street level
But Lola Kampf won't be signing the petition. "I haven't got
any business - what do I want cutesy park benches for?" she
asked. With her husband Nick, Kampf owns two Congress
Street buildings: one building houses the State Theater, several
retail storefron ts, and office space; the other building houses the
Hotel Everett and several storefronts. Kampf estimated that she
would have to contribute as much as $3,000 a year toward the
district's budget.
"We're worried about month-to-month survival - we're not
thinking about long-term plans for our business," Kampf said.
"If you lost your job and had a wife and three kids, would you
go and paint your house?" she asked.
Theo Holtwijk would. Holtwijk is president of Uptown
Revitalization Committee, a four-year-old group of business
people and residents of the Congress Square area. "If times are
good, people are busy doing business. Now that times are bad,
are people going to sit around and let it happen?" he asked.
"The recession has created the need to counter the economic
decline. I don't think the management district will turn the
recession around, but it can help to ease the worst of the
recession if that's what's ahead."
Dick Paulson, who owns the Congress Street building that
houses Raffle's Cafe Bookstore, agrees. He views the current
recession not as a deterrent to investing money in downtown,
but as a reason to invest. "We have to make a saaifice now
when it's hardest to do in order to reap the benefits down the
road," Paulson said. "When everything's going great, people
aren't thinking about doing stuff to get things going again."
Robinson predicted that a petition with a majority of the
district property owners' Signatures and a plan for the program
would be submitted to the Portland City Council for approval
by March. If the proposal is approved by the council wi thout
major delays, the program could hit the streets by July 1.
Reaction to the city plan has also been supportive. At public
hearings on the plan, support was voiced by Greater Portland
Chamber of Commerce President Don McDowell, Fleet Bank
Vice-President Brad Hunter, Greater Portland Landmarks
Director Deb Andrews, Portland devloper Joe Boulos, A.H.
Benoit Co. President Louis Benoit, and others.

Andy Newl71lln wrote this article in Casco Bay Weekly's new
corporate headquarters in the heart of Portland's downtown.

For more Information about Portland's new Downtown
Portland Corporation, call Portland Director of
Economic Development Virginia Hildreth at 874-8300.
For more Information about the proposed Downtown
Improvement District, Jay Hibbard of Intown Portland
Exchange can be reached at 772-6828 or Spencer Jones
of Finard &: Co. can be reached at 772-2577.

... to read
Casco Bay Weekly.
TOSHIYUKI SHIMADA's idea of heavy metal
is a tuba. But since he's the Conductor of the
Portland Symphony Orchestra, that's what
you'd expect.
So why does Toshi pick up a Casco Bay
Weekly every week? Because the news comes
in loud and clear.

WE MAKE NEWS MATTER
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We will remember
what we heard
the poets say
In sunlight
under tents
In moonlight
under mountains.
We will remember
how we reeled
drunk on poetry
and high on metaphor.

from "Summer School,"
tTy Steve Lutrell

Two weeks he's gone, no explanation.
Comes back, stares through my window.
I'm changing my clothes.
He shakes a bony finger.
All flesh Is gran, he says, jabbing his cane.

I push the mower, watch clumps of grass
fly out from the sides, Insects
jump from the path like sparks.

POETRY
Continued from front page

We move through a patterned darkness,
listening to the sound of stars.
At the edge of the field, fireflies,
a slow moving stream.
Beyond the stream, trees.
Within the wood a dog Is barking.
Her cries guide us as we walk
through blackberries, wild rose and birch.
Her voice calls us home.
Big yellow dog, tied to a tree.
Her name Is Yozo.

from "Releasing Grandfather,"
tTy Betsy Sholl

from the book "First Sight Of Land,"
tTy Gary Lawless

Stephen Petroff is a dropout. This is true in an academic
sense - he dropped out of high school - and also in an absolute
sense. To look at him - a hippie Brahmin draped in fadal hair
and homespun Indian print cloth - is to realize that Petroff has
left the accepted norms of fashion and good taste forever. He is,
in fact, a disgrace to the baby boom generation, an extreme case
of arrested development. He will never make that first million;
his profession precludes success as we have come to know it.
Petroff ekes out his meager living as a painter and a poet the latter being a social deficiency that Mary, his II-year-old
daughter, feels keenly.
"You used to sit at my feet when I read, didn't you?" says
Petroff.
Mary sighs expressively and closes her eyes. She is exasperated, clear! y scandalized by the mere subject of poetry.
"Mary had a bad experience recently," says Petroff, fishing a
tea ball out of his cup. "We went to a reading a while back and
Mary made me promise] wouldn't read. When we got there it
turned out that a reader hadn't showed up."
Mary moans. Here it comes.
.
''The woman giving the reading asked me to read and] said
that 1 didn't bring anything to read. She said, 'Well, I've got
your book right here.' I couldn't get out of it. So I read something. Mary was mortified, weren't you?"
Mary blushes and turns away, clenching her fists. "I'll kill
you," she says on her way out of the room.
Petroff shrugs. "She used to sit at my feet at poetry readings," he says.
The apparent defection of his daughter indirectly reinforces
Petroff's theory of artistic propagation, which, simply stated, IS
that art is more heresy than heredity. He sums this theory up in
a poem called We Don't Reproduce, We Recruit: "Would you
care to step into my office? I'd like to take you under my wmg-

mold you - I could save you any amount of time - master &
disciple - colleagues in the end."
"I wrote the poem to a little boy who came to watch me and
a few of my friends paint one day," says Petroff. "] got the idea
from Anita Bryant, who once said that homosexuals don't
reproduce, they recruit. It's the same thing with artists. We
don't reproduce, we recruit."
Petroff, all-around artist that he is, ought to know.
Petroff started writing poetry in the '60s, but he soon gave it
up. "I had some sort of crisis in New York (City). I didn't think
J deserved to write poetry anymore, so I went into painting. But
J still wrote things to myself in notebooks."
Petroff was once again recruited to the ranks of poetry by
bioregionalist poet Gary Lawless and the Bums Academy in
1980. The Bums are a poetry group that first met in 1979 in the
Gulf of Maine bookstore in Brunswick, a store co-owned by
Lawless and Beth Leonard.
"I started attending firelight readings in Harpswell by the
Bums Academy," he said. "Gary asked me to read somebody
else's work one night, but J couldn't bring myself to do it.
"I started working seriously on something called 'A Hundred and One Ways to Kill Each Other Without Using Nuclear
Weapons: I learned that I didn't have to be a poetry writer, I
could just be a human being. It started pouring out. I wrote 47
of them before the firelight reading. J felt a great deal of power,
in a sense, when I finally got to read them."
What does he do with this power?
"I want to ruin people's lives," he says with a broad smile.
"If J can spoil your life, that's my fondest hope realized."
Mary, cruising through the ki tchen to get a cup of tea, groans
deeply and rolls her eyes, as if to say, "In my case, Dad, you've
succeeded ."

Reluctant recruiter
In the tiny back room of the Gulf of Maine bookstore, Gary
Lawless sits resignedly beneath a poster of Jack Kerouac,
patron saint of literary hippies everywhere.
Continued on page 10
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Continued from page 9

Lawless's lack of enthusiasm is partly due to a sort of cynical
anticipation. Any mention in the press of his publishing
company, Blackberry Books, coupled with the word poetry, may
produce yet another big batch of unsolicited submissions.
"Every week I get stacks of Manila envelopes filled with
poems and a little Xeroxed cover letter on top:' he says. "It's
clear that people don't keep track of what I put out, which is
just a handful of books a year.
"It seems so pointless to me, just sending things out blindly
to try to hit on some publisher somewhere. It's a waste of
poems, stamps and envelopes."
Yet Lawless is at least indirectly responsible for the recent
resurgence of poetry hereabouts. Had it not been for Lawless
and the Bums Academy, Petroff would not be out there ruining
people's lives and recruiting poets. What goes around comes
around. Why perpetuate the art if its effects give you pain?
"We started having readings in this place (the bookstore)
because we felt there was a lot of interest in poetry locally. We
created a series of poetry readings called the Bums Academy,
where everyone who showed up was on the faculty. There were
open readings with one or two scheduled readers.
"Then we took the Bums Academy to Harpswell, where
we'd build a bonfire and people would read poetry. Stephen
(Petroff) painted murals on plywood of bears and moose,
placed them here and there around the fire and back in the
woods a little. It was a nice atmosphere."
The Bums Academy was originally the brainchild of Nanao
Sakaki, an internationally known poet who has read for the
Brunswick Bums and the cafe poets of Portland . "Nanao came
to stay with us twice this past year," says Lawless. "We set up
readings for him at Bowdoin, Cafe No (in Portland) and the
Bioregional Congress. Whenever he comes, we try to get him
some readings somewhere. He never has any money, so we try
to get him some."
Nanao Sakaki is about as successful as any poet has a right to
be - in a material sense. The notion of fame without money goes
entirely against the grain of our whole culture. Why write
poetry when you can make money working elsewhere?
"Why work for money when you can write poetry?" asks
Lawless.
Good point.
Lawless is best known for his association with the
bioregional movement. Poetry, he says, is a sideline. "I've given
up sending poems to literary magazines. I send most of my
poems to environmental journals, where what I'm doing is of
some use and will be appreciated."
The bio/eco/environmental stuff comes through clearly in
the best of his poems. In the poem "a spel (sic) against developers," Lawless lashes out at those who defile the bioregion: "We
curse the empty space/ where once there were woods, plants,
animals. We curse those who live/ at the expense of other life."
Presumably those who mill paper are cursed as well. How
does cutting down trees to print poetry fit into bioregional
ethics?
"Poetry has a healing function," says Lawless. "Also, poetry
can make you see in a concise, simple, energetic way what
would take a long article and many pages to explain."
Yet another good point.

Crystallized community

Eliminating self sabotage
Motivational Weight Control
Procrastination
Coping with Anxiety
New Behavior Generator
Accelerated Learning/Memory
HealinglRelaxation
Much, much more!

CALL FOR DETAILS I
Picture Yourself:

POETRY

Portland

nRegency

HEALTH CLUB

20 MILK ST.• OLD PORT 871-7054

Steve Lutrell works downtown and has a downtown appearance. He sounds downtown; he speaks with the voice of a
studded leather jacket or a whitewall tire. But when he's not
hawking records at Record land on Congress Street, Lutrell is
working out the rhythms of his own poetry - which is not even
remotel y urban.
The two forums in which most of Lutrell's poems appear are
the Cafe Review, a monthly poetry magazine that Lutrell edits,
and the monthly poetry readings at the Cafe No, which he
organizes.
"It's interesting to study the crowd while you're reading," he
says. "There's a whole range of different facial expressions that
people give you, and it's difficult to tell if you're correct or
incorrect. One person will be looking at you quizzically, and
maybe they're thinking, 'What does this guy mean?'
"Or some people will give you a look and maybe they're
wondering 'Well, when's this guy going to be through?' There's
just a whole range of emotions being expressed out there and
it's hard to tell who's thinking what. Am I paranoid? I'm not
sure.
"But poetry was meant to be read, not just written. That's the
basis for public readings."
According to Lutrell, poetry readings as such are a fairly
recent cultural phenomenon. "Forty years ago, dry old academics like Ezra Pound and T.S. Eliot rarely, if ever, read in public.
Pound read more than anybody else, but that wasn't much, and
he only did it because he was out there proselyting.
"Now we have the American poetry circuit. People like Allen
Ginsberg and Nanao Sakaki tour 11 months out of the year
.
. .
giving poetry readings."
Lutrell's principle concern is not that the big-name orcult

poets get one more reading date, but that something happens
for unknown poets at open readings that would otherwise not
happen. "Unless poets get a chance to read, their poetry is a lost
cause. 'Only a very small percentage of poets get published."
But, says Lutrell, writing to read helps poets in ways that a
guarantee of publication does not.
"Reading poetry encourages poets to do more with their
poetry," he says. "Poets who write for publication may produce
something that's technically well-crafted, but they're not
written as poetry per se. It's like a glass of water and a glass of
gin: they may look the same, but one packs a punch; the other
doesn't."
Nevertheless, Lutrell puts 50 hours a month into producing
printed poetry in the form of the Cafe Review. "The Review
was initially intended to be a forum for local writers. It was
basically a closed periodical that featured the work of eight to
10 writers, with maybe six to eight of their poems making up
the bulk of the magaZine.
"But it suddenly dawned on us that we couldn't survive long
with just local people. So we opened it up to people from out of
town. Since then we've received submissions from places as far
away as California and Iceland."
Despite this diversity, Lutrell does not expect to get rich
selling copies of the Cafe Review.
"We realize that poetry appeals to only a small group of
people. We know we're not going to sell a lot of copies. But we
were never into mass circulation in the first place. We're after
integrity. Our goal is to crystallize poetry in our community."

The need for poetry
Betsy Sholl, winner of the 1990 Maine Chapbook competition, is most definitely an urban poet. "My husband and I lived
in Boston for seven years," she says. "We lived in Roxbury,
actuall y. And there were many times when I couldn't get down
the front stairs because of the junkies that had passed out and
were blocking the way. But we liked living there.
''Then we moved to a dairy farm in Virginia. My husband
had this degree in divinity that he never got to use, and he was
pretty tired of living in Boston, so we moved to a small community in the Appalachian Mountains for a couple of years," she
says.
"But I never exactly fit in. I talked too tough. I'd say things
about my husband like 'His theology sucks, but his heart is in
the right place: People down there never quite got over that."
Since moving to Portland a few years back, Sholl finds her
work becoming ever more consciously urban.
"I'm becoming less individualistic," she says. '1'm into
exploring the community. I may talk about myself, but only as
part of something larger. I'm not so damned interested in
exploring my own navel.
"Nature has always been ambivalent to me, anyway. I grew
up on the Jersey shore. I'd go down to the beach with my
friends and find rafts of discarded condoms floating in tide
pools. That was what we thought of when people talked about
communing with nature.
"1'0 me, the city is about people. There's this man I see from
time to time downtown who has MS (multiple sclerosis), who
has so much difficulty walking and yet has so much dignity.
He's graceful. He's beautiful. That's what I like about cities."
Sholl has attended open poetry readings in Brunswick and
Portland, but only as a listener. "I don't have a burning desire to
hear my own voice," she says. "I read my work in a women
writers' group that is mostly fiction writers. They critique my
work pretty well on content.
"I don't write my poems to read them aloud," she says. "I
hear a voice when I write, or at any rate have a sense of a voice
speaking the lines. But I've learned that a harsher light is shed
on the page than in a reading hall. If you're a pretty good
reader, it's easy to do well reading aloud."
Sholl believes that the paucity of poetry in this country has
much to do with the sad state of American affairs, and that a
good dose of poetry here would do wonders.
"1 see some results of poetry in other countries. Lool< at
(Chilean poet) Pablo Neruda. Neruda's a popular hero there
because he helped sell the government on human rights.
"But we don't have room for poetry here. We don't have a
dictator, we have advertising. We don't have poetry in newspapers anymore because poetry doesn't relate to profit motives.
Poetry is slow and meditative, so it's not useful.
"From the other side, publishers are struggling to save space
in order to survive," she says. "Poetry is considered unnecessary to survival. In hard times, people in the u.s. see poetry as
being something frivolous. But you don't see that in the Third
World, and you don't see that in Europe. Europeans understand
that people need poetry."
Why do people need poetry?
"I don't want to sermonize on the purpose of poetry," she
says. "But poetry is how the language is cleansed. Art clears out
all the labels and structures and helps you to look at the world
again. It's a letting-go of what you already know.
''The scary thing is that it doesn't allow you to do what
you've already done. I don't use my poems to examine what I
already know. I use it to discover what I don't know."

w.o. Cutlip'S poetry has lined cat litter boxes in seven Sta~5.
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Now let us build a great, green city
In voting to set up the Downtown Portland Corporation, the Portland City Council has planted seeds
that can transform Portland into a great, green city.
But if we allow these seeds to fall into the hands of
the shortsighted opportunists who dominated
Portland's business community during the recent
boom years, then these seeds will only darken our
misery. There are those among us who would squander this money on a downtown mall for tourists, on
more parking garages, or, worst of all, on a convention
center. Have these people ever been to North Conway?
Have these middle-aged men ever been to a convention? Are chain hotels and chain restaurants their idea
of a great city?
Their dream is no great city. And the City of Portland is not theirs.
We the people of Portland must plant these seeds.
If we plant them wisely, these seeds will reap a future

that is more environmentally sustainable and less susceptible to the vagrancies of economic boom and bust.
We can direct the city to invest
this money in businesses that
serve and employ Portlanders,
rather than tourists and conventioneers. We could set
aside land to serve as a focal point for our working
waterfront, we could foster an artists' district, or we
could build a public marketplace as a seven-day-aweek home for our growing farmers' markets.
The danger, of course, is that the opportunists are
already circling City Manager Bob Ganley and the
soon-to-be-available money like sharks at the kill.
Meanwhile, those among us with real vision are grousing in cafes rather than shouldering the burden.
The seeds have been planted. Now let us tend
them wisely.
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Even while we cultivate our own garden, we must
also consider that of our neighbors halfway around the
world. Georges Bush and Mitchell seem determined to
conceive an unjustifiable desert war. We must show
them that we are equally determined to stop it.
Beginning this Sunday, there are daily opportunities to stand up and be counted:
On Jan. 13, you can lend your voice to a bonfire
Sing-along protest at University of New England in
Biddeford. Call 282-2035 for more information.
On Jan. 14, you can lend your feet to a march that
will begin at noon in Longfellow Square and proceed

down Congress Street to Monument Square in Portland. Call the Maine Coalition to Stop U.s. War in the
Middle East at 772-0680 for more information.
On Jan. 15, you can show your respect for the 93
U.s. military personnel already dead as a result of
Operation Desert Shield. Veterans for Peace will gather
at 2:30 p.m. in Portland's Monument Square.
And if the killing cannot be stopped, you can show
your outrage on the day after the shooting starts from
7:30 to 9 a.m. and again from 5 to 6:30 p.m. in front of
the Federal Building (which is adjacent to the main
Post Office) on Forest Avenue in Portland.
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UMaine adrift in a "fluid" state budget
• ByAndrew I. Levesque

Gov. John' "Jock" McKernan has now done the
executive decision thing under Maine law, Statute
Ti tIe v, Section
1668, which allows
him to enact
temporary, equitable cutbacks in times of fiscal crisis.
And, just as he promised, he started doing the
Edward Scissorhands thing to Maine's budget with
Legislative Proposal number 108.
Nothing else is known for sure. Nobody knows
which state agency will be missing a pulse after the
dust settles. And the lawmakers haven't agreed
with the governor on anything.
Except for the UMaine system, which has an
agreement. While the rest of the state faces a 15
percent across-the-board cut, UMaine faces a mere
2.5 percent cut. Jock and legislators have reached a
"gentlemen's" agreement not to cut more than $1.6

citizen

million from the UMaine system's budget, according
to Speaker of the House spokesperson Michael
Abbott.
The governor tiptoed through UMaine's tulips
and cut a token $800,000 for the two remaining
quarters of this fiscal year. USM will eat $370,000 of
this. And while UMaine advocates are relieved, if
only temporarily, other state agencies question the
university system's privilege.
University officials hope the good fortune holds
out. But the $40 million cuts are as fickle as
McKernan's oscillating stance on education (remember wheI;l he was the "education" governor?), and
lawmakers may override McKernan's hacking.
Meanwhile, other agencies will wonder what
the university system has that they don't.
University officials and Board of Trustees reps
say it's ad vocacy. Students, faculty, administrators,
alumni and parents wrote a lot of letters, circula.ted
petitions and confronted the governor outside his
office to demonstrate support for the UMaine

system at a huge rally on Dec. 21. They kept the
pressure on and it worked.
This time. For now.
But nothing is certain in Maine politics.
Additional cuts, though devastating to the
UMaine system, may once again seem equitable and
suitable to the governor. Did McKernan promise to
back down if the university shuts up and stops
ragging on him?
No one will say anything on the record. Anything, that is, other than statements like that made
by UMaine Board of Trustees lobbyist John Lisnick,
"The only thing that's certain in Augusta is uncertainty. Everything else is fluid ."
Unless things change.

Andy Levesque is editor of the Free Press,
USM's student newspaper.
He is a philosophy major from Caribou, Maine .
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On Higgins Beach in Scarborough, a mutt named Moody faces Mecca - and waits.
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• By Tonee Harbert

Bring back the
Maine Festival
I am delighted to see that
David Turner supports the
return of the Maine Festival
to Deering Oaks. After being
sorel y d isa ppoin ted by the
total 'lack of ambience at
Cumberland County Fair
Grounds, I will be the first to
sign up if he would like to
start a grass root campaign in
that regard.

~~~~
Ann Patch
Cape Elizabeth

letters
Casco Bay Weekly
welcomes your letters.
Please keep your
thoughts as brIef as you
can (300 words, max.),
Include a daytIme phone
number, and address to:
Letters, Casco Bay
Weekly, 551A Congress
St., Portland, ME 04101.

Number of U.S. military personnel assigned to Operation Desert Shield
who have died since the operation began: 93
Number of those stationed at Brunswick Naval Air Station: 1
Estimated number of U.S. casualties during a three-month war:
45,000
Estimated number of those which would be deaths:
10,000
Estimated number of Iraqi civilians who have already died
as a result of shortages of medical supplies:
4,200
Estimated number of Iraqi civilian casualties that would result
from U.S. aerial bombing during a three-month war:
100,000
Current street price, In U.S. dollars, of Israeli-made gas mask In Dhahran, Saudi Arabia:
$40

Current price of same mask at The Surplus Store on Congress Street:
$13.99

Date on which the United Nations has authorized the United States to invade Iraq:
January 15
Date of noon protest at Longfellow Square:
January 14
Sources: AssociRted Press, Center for Defense InfoT11llltion, Iraq Ministry of Health,
The Surplus Store, Maine Coalition to Stop U.S. War in the Middle East.
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Entertainment

The Casco
Bay Weekly
Calendar:
10 days and
more ways
to be
Informed,
get Involved
and stay
amused.

Submissions for Entertainment Weekly must be received In
writing on the Thursday prior to publication. Send your
Calendar and LIstings Informiltlon to: Ellen L1burt,
Casco Bay Weekly, 5S1A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101.
Lunch will be served today
from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.
All you can eat for $4.50 per
person. The challenge has
been given! For more
information, call 865-3659.
• George Bush is alive and,
well, living: Just in time for
the war, girls and boys! The
Theater Project (14 School
St., Brunswick) presents
Jacques Brei is Alive and
Well and Living in Paris, a
musical revue replete with
bistro fare - rich food,
strong drink, surly Parisian
waiters, etc. - provided by
Brunswick's 22 Lincoln and
The Side Door Cafe. The
Theater Project people have
thoughtfully selected a few
of BreI's anti-violence
songs. (To Brei, the notion
that violence can solve
problems was absurd. How
old-fashioned can you get?)
The show starts at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $25 (for the
lucky few who will sit in
the "outdoor" cafe sctl, and
$10 general admission.
(Performances of Jacques
Brei continue through Jan.
20. See Stage listings for
other dates and times.) Call
the Theater Project at 7298584 for more information.

"
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• Calling alJ gluttons: The
South Freeport Church
(Freeport Road, S. Freeport>
is bringing back its Fish
Chowder buffet luncheS, a
seafood feast relished by
more than a few of the
area's better (bigger) eaters.

• New dogs with old
tricks: The New Shenanigans Conlradance band will
provide the motive force for
a Zweifache Couples'
Workshop this evening at 8
p.m. at the Newbegin Gym
in Gray. There will also be a
Contra Basics Workshop with dance to follow - at
8:30 p.m. Just what is
Zweifache Couples' Workshop? That's a very good
question. Whatever it is,
you can be sure that it
represents traditional dance
at its best. Admission is $4.
For more information, call
428-3986.

• Ready to take that big,
big step? Then grab your
blushing groom by his
dewy pink and slightly
clammy palm and come on
down to The First Annual
Maine Bridal Show from 11
a.m. to 5:30 p.m. at the
Cumberland County Civic
Center in Portland. Check
out stacks of wedding
supplies and a vast array of
services, get professional

DON' T WORRY

DANCE HAPPY!

JANUARY 10. 13
JANUARY 17 • 20

"The Theater
Project's first
musical

.en'UT.!"

help with wedding problems from a certified
wedding etiquette expert,
learn about weight control married people tend to eat a
little better than their single
friends - and see a variety
of china patterns. Don't
forget to register for show
prizes! Admission is $2 per
person at the door and $1
per person in advance from
participating exhibitors.
Fifty percent of the ticket
proceeds will benefit
Project Graduation. For
more information, caU or
write to Event Bridal
Magazine, P.O. Box 82 DTS,
Portland, ME 04112, or 6274817.
• Hot hockey: It's been a
fairly warm winter, and
several ponds have been
slow to freeze - and are
dangerously quick to thaw.
Some people just can't wait
any longer to play hockey.
If you're one of those
people, grab your mask,
fins and bathing suit and
head out to the YWCA,
where the merfolk (as in
"mermaids and mermen")
will play Underwater
Hockey. The game is
played on the bottom of a
pool with a lead puck. Fin
off (as in "face off") wiJI be
at 6 p.m. Captain Cousteau
would approve. For more
information, call 773-4888.
• Classical sax: Saxophonist Kenneth Radnofsky will
perform Ibert's Concertino
da Camera with the aid of
the Portland Symphony
Chamber Orchestra today
at 2 and 6 p.m. at the
Eastland BaUroom of
Portland's Sonesta Hotel
(157 High St., Portland).
The orchestra will also
perform Faure's Pelleas et
Melisande Suite, Respighi's
The Birds and Strauss Jr:s
Krapfenwald Polka. Tickets
are $17. For more information, ca11 773-8191 or 1-800734-2577.

• Beginning today, the
Baxter School for the Deaf
in Falmouth wiJI serve as
the receiving site for 20
spring courses from various
University of Maine campuses in the areas of art,
business and the social
sciences. Courses will be
offered Monday through
Friday after 4 p.m., and on
Saturday from 10 a.m. to 1
p.m. The university will
provide interpreting on a
limited basis. For more
information and a spring
1991 Community College
course guide, call the Baxter
School at 781-3165 or the

4819.

With Entrees Starting
Under $10 You Can
Afford To Dine
Out In Style
Any Night
Of The
Week.
l Ilt:

WEQT
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• The Cafe No premiers yet
another amazing jazz act
tonight when the Mandela
Octet takes the stage at 9
p.m. The Octet - one
trumpet, three saxophones,
one trombone, bass, piano,
drums and two horns - is
another import from down
under. (That's Boston, folks:
north of Australia and east

.'

,,\ ,t"";"
V·"

58 Pine Street

773·8223

~\\:

of Hell.) Group leader John
Leaman is a past winner of
the ASCAP Young American Composer Award and
has received three certificates of achievement from
Billboard Magazine. He has
received great gobs of
applause as well. Tickets
are $7 at the door. For more
information, call 772-8114.

Who
the
• The Union of Maine
Visual Artists presents an
Open Slide Night and
Planning Session Evening, a·
grand event that will
include an informal viewing of members' work as
well as a discussion of
UMV A business: the
direction and scope of the

is
Brei?
See
Thursday,
January
10 ............, . -

by Sa'verio Mercadante;
Spring '91 programs and
Johann
Kal1iwoda's Variaideas for the Union's
and
Rondo, Opus 57;
tions
involvement with the
and Chopin's Polonaise
.-_ _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._ _----,
Maine Festival. All
Fantaisie No. 61. Tickets are
this and more will
$7
for the general public, $4
take place at 7 p.m.
Cheap thrill: the dance of obscurity
for
students, seniors and
this evening in the
USM
faculty and staff. For
Maine Writers
It has often been saId that the font of secret knowledge Is
reservations, call 780-5555.
Center, 19D Mason
filled In obscurity. If you want the thrill of being cool, you
•
Senator George MitcheU,
St., Brunswick .
need to have a line on something outside the pale of coma
local
boy who made
(Look for everymon experIence .
good,
will
speak on Meetbody on the second
On Jan. 13, Bowdoin College will offer an evenIng of line,
ing the Global Threat to the
floor.) All UMVA
circle and couple dances from Eastern Europe, the Balkans,
Environment tonight at 8
members and
Israel, Turkey, Scotland and other such faraway places. All
p.m. in the First Parish
friends (a term
dances will be taught by patient instructors willing to share
Unitarian Church (425
which includes the
their esoteric knowledge. Beginners are welcome, provIded
Congress
St., Portland).
general public, of
they wear soft-soled shoes like everybody else. (That's a
Tickets are $10 for memcourse) are invited
hint.)
bers and students, $15 for
to attend free of
, Instruction (and the subsequent thrill of knowing the
non-members.
This little
charge. For more
IIttle.known) takes place from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m., followed by
by
the
big
man will
talk
information, call
two hours of open dancing. Maine Lounge, Moulton Union,
benefit the Maine Audubon
729-6333.
BowdoIn College, Brunswick. A S 1 donatIon is requested;
Society. There will also be a
. • Cheryl Wheeler,
free for Bowdoin students. For more information, call Ward
reception at 8 p.m. For
at 389-1921, Lisa at 833-5770 or Peter at 725-5379_
the grand woman
information,
call 781-2330.
of modern folk,
will grace the stage
of Raoul's Roadside Attraction (865 Forest
Ave., Portland), along with
special guest Anni Clark,
•
tonight at 9 p.m. Wheeler's
voice is powerful medicine,
• Get on your snowsuit
and her songs are finely
and haul out those bats and
crafted and cinematic. (She
bal1s. It's time for the
also has a pretty nice
Annual Snobal1 SoftbaU
mandolin, purchased in
Tournament. Enter your
Rhode Island one step
team in this (mildly insane)
ahead of a certain POTtland
March of Dimes event, the
writer. It's OK, Cheryl. But
old "game of inches"
don't do it again.) Admisplayed with fluoreScent
sion is $8. For more infororange balls in several
mation, call773-6886.
inches of snow. Men's,
• The St. George Chamber
Women's and Co-ed
Players, a small but mighty
divisions will slug it out in
chamber orchestra with a
the slush today and tomorlarge but delicate sound,
row (Jan. 20); $125 entry fee
will fill USM's Corthel1
supports the March of
Concert Hall in Gorham
Dimes Campaign for
tonight at 8 p.m. Works to
How
Healthier Babies. For more
be performed include F.
warm has
information, call871-0660.
Carl Jacobi's Sonata No. 1
this winter been?
for Two Bassoons; Cavatine

See Sunday, January 13.

THINK
MAGS

Outlook. Contemporanea •
Granla • Yellow Silk • Zvzzyva •
Exqub~e Corpse. SUlfer • Parabola
• Journal of Art • Film Comment.
Gnosls • foreign Affairs

RAFFLES
C·A · F·E
BOOKSrORE

eJIDE
lll ... \ l!"l
Open Every Night But
Monday. Also Breakfast,
Lunch & Sunday Brunch.

• Sybil of the city: Pal,
well-known lead singer of
Portland's soon-ta-befamous rock and roll band
Flamingo's Smile, brings his
alter ego - an eclectic, oneman acoustic guitar orchestra - to Geno's (13 Brown
St., Portland) tonight at 9
p.m. Pal's repertoire of
tunes and styles spans the
entire spectrum of western
music. This man put the
fusion in confusion. For
more information, call 7727891.

•

NEW YEARS
RESOLUTIONS

Ik1 Work less

OPEN SEVEN DAYS
WED . & THURS, UNTIL 7PM
SUNDAYS 12·5

555 CONGRESS STREET
PORTLAND • 761·3930

COOK BOOKS
additional 20% off!

•

~ Have lunch
more often

10 am-6.30pm mon·rri
870 BroadwilY
So. Portlan d

799-7119

l"l()

/H'1l1 gl)(' " Uli

• great music
• great grub
• great wine

Mark Kleinhaut - guilar
Dan Hall - bass
Gary Gemmili - drums

Black Tie ...

Gourmet Tdke Out

where 1/1('

-1110: Bop Haus
Musik

and dinner at

Dally Entrees & Soup Specials

caf-e

fZZ

!i2f Enjoy life ~

Black Tie ...

.

Call for reservations & information
14 School St., P.O. Box
817, Brunswick ME 04011

• Meditate on this: USM
hosts a Sahaja Yoga Meditation group that meets every
first and third Tuesday of
the month at 7 p.m. in the
Faculty Lounge of USM's
student center (Bedford
Street, Portland). There's no
charge for admission - see?
you're relaxing already and today is Introduction
Tuesday. Learn about this
soul-replenishing and lifeenhancing practice today.
How can you refuse? For
more information, call 767-

Where's this
Wheeler dealer? See
Friday, January 18.

(Excep' Monday)

ftt
..

Community College of
Maine at 1-800-696-6000.

BOOKS
is now
located at
81 Ocean St.,

South Portland
Tel. 799-SAVE
Uled & Oul-oC·Prinl Book.
We buy bookl, 100.
tucs to Cn 12 :30-5, sat 11:30-4

-1/11 & ]112:
K. Barry Saunders
Quintet
featuring Alan Nevew

-1/l3: Open Jazz Jam
-1117: from N. Y.C. live

The Mandala Octet
20 danforth

01 ••

772-8114

You don't
have to
play heavy
metal •••
to read
Casco Bay Weekly.

Ifti('J :£1'1
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WE MAKE NEWS MATTER

OAMI:I!

elua

WHEREHOUSE
DANCE

CH,

CLUB
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SEAFOOD ... Coo';.~~.'.~CA"NDAR

"tJALLEy
RESTAURANT

I

Nickelodeon

215 Foreside Road. Falmouth Foreside. 781-4262
mon-thurs,

11 :30-9 •

fri-sat,

11 :30-10 •

sun

11 :30-8

Portland Stage Company presents

Miss Julie
August Strindberg's classic masterpiece
Directed by Richard Hamburger
January I-January 20
Call 774-0465 for tickets.
Brought to life at
PORTLAND
COMPANY

25A Forest Avenue. Portland, ME 04101
Sponsored by Sonesta Hotel Portland
,',.........-------------~-,

Bring Dome Some 18ke·Out
200/0 Off
Loose Cut
Flowers
& Plants
(lhrough January)

~~

HARMON'S
584 Congress Street

BARTON'S

~

117 Brown Street

Portland

Temple and Middle streets,
Portland.
772-9751
Look Who's Talking Too (pG)
1 :10, 3:40,7:20 (through Jan 10)
Rookie (R)
9 :50 (through Jan 10)
Misery (R)
2:30,7 :10,9:30 (through Jan 10)
1:45,4:30. 7:10,9:45 (from Jan 11)
The Rescuers Down Under (G)
12:15,4:40 (through Jan 10)
Awakenings (PG)
1 :30, 4,7:20, 9:50 (from Jan 11)
Not Without My Daughter (PG)
1:15,3:50,6:50,9:20 (from Jan 11)
Dances With Wolves (PG)
12:45, 4:15,7:45
Mermaids (PG)
1:30,4,7:30,9:55 (through Jan 10)
12:30, 3:30, 7:30, 10 (from Jan 11)
The Russia House (R)
1,3:40,7,9:40

General Cinemas

1t'*STAGE**

~

WHAT'S
WHERE

Westbrook

. at both locatwns.
.
854-2518
774-5946 Free parkmg

Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road, South Portland
774-1022
Godfather III (R)
12:15,3:30, 6:45, 10
(through Jan 10)
1,4:15, 7:45 (Jan 11-12)
12:15,3:30,6:45,10 (Jan 13-17)
Almost An Angel (PG)
12:30,2:45,5, 7:15,9:30
(through Jan 10)
Llonheart (R)
1, 3:15, 5:30, 7:45, 10
(from Jan 11)
Kindergarten Cop (PG)
12:15,2:45,5:10,7:35,10
(through Jan 10)
1:30, 4, 7, 9:30 (from Jan 11)
Bonfire of the Vanities (R)
1:15,4,7,9:50
Havana (R)
1,4,7,9:55
Home Alone (PG)
12:45, 3, 5:20, 7:40, 10
ThreaMen and
a Little Lady (PG)
12:45,3,5:15,7:35, 10

The Movies

All major credit cards accepted on phone orders.
Flowersfor modem living.

Martin's Point
HEALTH CARE
CENTER

BRIGHTON AVENUE
Walk-In Medical Care

10 Exchange SI., Portland
772-9600
L'Atalante
Jan 9-13
Wed-Fri 7, 9
Sat-Sun 1, 7
Too Beautiful For You
Jan 12-15
Sat-Sun 2:45, 9
Mon-Tue 7, 9
Romauld and Jul19tte
Jan 16-22
Wed-Tue 7, 9
Sat-Sun Mat 1 , 3

The Evening Star

• Patients of all ages welcome
• Free blood pressure checks
• On-site X-ray & Laboratory
• Minor work-related illness and injury

595 BRIGHTON AVENUE

871-1588

-

Monday-Saturday, 8 AM-8 PM; Sunday, 11 AM-S PM

Tontine Mall
Brunswick
729-5486
Dances With Wolves (PG)
Mon-Thu 7 only
Fri-Sun 6, 9:30
Sat-Sun Mat 2

SCREEN
Almost An Angel A thief, knocked unconscious while on the job, wakes up
thinking that he is an angel. With Paul
Hogan and Linda Kozlowski.
Awakenings A man (Robert De Niro)
awakes from a 30-year coma and his
doctor (Robin Williams) helps him meet
this brave new world.
Bonfire of the Vanities Cinematic retelling of Tom Wolfe's "untragedy' -sans
several important details - of a Wall
Street bond trader's fall from the big
time. With Tom Hanks and Melanie
Griffith.
Dances With Wolves Kevin Costner's
epic revives the Western from a native
American perspective. Beautifully filmed,
with astirring narrative, even if the issues
are somewhat oversimplified. With
Costner and a strong supporting cast.
The Godfather, Part III A tired sequel to
the great Godfather flicks, with AI Pacino
as a soul-dead don. Andy Garcia as the
illegitimate heir to the Mafia manlle and
an astonishingly bad Sofia Coppola (the
director's daughter) as Michael's daughter.
Havana Robert Redford and Lena Olin fall
in love in Havana. The Cuban revolution
makes this love more vital. interesting
and believable -I SlJppose. The movie is
only slighlly longer than the actual

Too Beautiful For You A wealthy car
dealer with a beautiful wife falls in love
with his plain secretary. No one, including his wife and his employees, who
have lusted after his wife. can understand why. With Gerard Depardieu,
Josiane Balasko, Carole Bouquet and
Francois Cluzet.

STAGE

Acting Classes The Center for Performance Studies will be starting ils winter
session of acting classes - beginning ,
advanced and specialty - for adulls and
kids the week of Jan 21 . All classes meet
once a week forl0weeksat the Portland
Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave,
Portland. For more information, call 7742776 .
Blue Water Public Premier of a two-part
sound poem for four voices by Anne
Witten, will be performed at 7 pm, Jan
10, The Baxter Gallery, Portland School
of Art. 619 Congress St, Portland. Ad mission $4; reservations encouraged due
to space considerations. Call 775-5152.
Brazilian Dance Applications are being
accepted from beginner to advanced
dancers for a two-week dance intensive
that will be taught by Sheila Bellefleur
(director of Casco Bay Movers) and
Brazilian teachers, from Feb 15-March
3. There will also be ballet and Portu guese classes available. For further In formalion , call 871-1013 .
Cupid and Psyche Figures of Speech
Theatre will present the classical Greek
myth 01 jealousy and love. 7 pm, Jan 11 .
revolution .
Greely Jr. High School, Main St,
Home Alone The sleeper hit of the seaCumberland. Admission is $3 for aOults,
son. full of cartoon violence against a
$2 for students. 865-6355.
Christmas backdrop. Oh, go ahead, and
bring the kids. With Joe Pesci and Daniel Fiddler's Reach Morris and Sword
Dance Team Twelfth Night marks the
Stern .
end of the winter solstice. In celebration,
Kindergarten Cop Arnold
Fiddler'S Reach will appear in the annual
Schwarzenegger is a cop who goes unfestivities and provide entertainment. with
dercover as a kindergarten teacher- for
traditional English ritual sword and Morris
about twenty minutes. Beware of any
dances, singing and dance sets. 8-1 0:30
film that is released still bearing its initial
pm, Jan 11, at the State Street Church,
concept tag .
159 Slate St, Portland. Tickets sold at
L' Atalante When a river barge captain's
door are $5 for adults, $3 for children and
wife jumps ship to see Paris,the peeved
seniors. For more information, call 725captain sails off without her. Once
8216 or 761-3973. Please do not call the
drastically cut by a nervous distributor
church .
(who was afraid of the film's originality
and drive), it has been somewhat re- Gypsy The Community Litlle Theatre presents this musical on Jan 11, 12, 18 and
stored (a la Frankenstein) to itsoriginal
19 at 8 pm, and a senior citizen/student
length. Francois TruffautcalledJhls moVIe
dress rehearsal on Jan 10 at 7:30 pm at
"Perfection: With Michel Simon, Dita
the Performing Arts Center, Great Falls
Parlo and Jean Daste.
School, Auburn. Tickets are $8.50 and
LionheartJohn-Claude Van Damme kick$6. For reservations call 795-5853.
boxes his way to glory, beating up men
and inanimate objects, etc., etc., etc. Jacques Brei Is Alive and Well and living In Paris, a musical review, will be
Copious commercial quantities of blood
presented by the Theater Project, comand senseless violence featured very
plete with bistro fare prOVided by
prominenlly here. Also. there may be a
Brunswick'S
22 Lincoln and The Side
plot, or at the very least, a story line. Let
Door Cafe. Brei, a Belgian-born comus know if you see one ...
poser and singer, has often been comLook Who's Talking Too Yet another
pared to Bob Dylan for the intensity and
"talking babies' movie: further proof of
universality of his lyrics. Jacques Brel.s
civilization's slide into the universal septic
a collection of his songs dealing with the
tank. With Kirstie Allie and John Travolta.
fundamental absurdity of the idea that
Mermaids Mother and daughter (Cher
violence can solve a problem. The show
and Winona Ryder) raise each other in
takes place in an outdoor cafe where
the mid-'60s.
members of the audience can enjoy light
Misery Paul Sheldon (James Caan) is a
supper lare during Friday and Saturday
writer of romance novels who has a little
performances. TiCkets for the on-stage
accident in the Colorado wilderness and
cafe are $25 apiece. Regular tickets are
is imprisoned by one of his fans (Kathy
$tO and under. Show dates are Thu's.
Bates) while in a helpless state. Directed
Fri's and Sat's, Jan 10, 11, 12, 17, 18 &
by Rob Reiner.
t 9 at8 pm, with matinees at 2 pm on Jan
Not Without My Oaughter Sally Fields
13 and 20. Call the Theater Project at
plays an American woman trapped in
729-8584 for more information.
Iran with her daughter. When she tnes to Mime/Movement Theater Classes
leave, the Iranian customs agents say
Portland-based mime/ac tor John
"You can go, but the kid stays here. - So
Saccone will teach a ten -week course
Sally says ... Oh. You've seen it, haven 't
for adults, starting Jan 24 from 7'15-9
you?
pm, allhe Center for Performance StudThe Rescuers Down Under The most
ies, 25A Forest Ave, Portland. For more
cinematic of Disney's animated features,
information, call 774-2776 .
set againstlhe Australian outback. Ber- Miss Julie August Strindberg's classic
nard and Miss Bianca set out to save a
play of the passion between a wealthy
kidnapped boy and the reSIJlts area treat
woman and her servant will be presented
for the younger set. With the VOiceS of
through Jan 20 at Portland Performing
Bob Newhart, Eva Gabor and wicked
Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave, Portland.
George C. Scott.
Performances are Tue-Thu at 7:30 pm;
Romaufd and Juliette A wealthy man
Fri at8; Sat at 5 and 9; and Sun at2. For
hides in a cleaning woman 's apartment
ticket information, call 774-0465 .
while he works to clear his name . While Mystery Cafe: Solve "Murder at the
there he falls in love with the cleaning
Cafe Nair" over a gourmet dinner at
wo~n - whose entire social class the
Portland's only dinner theater. Shows
man has heretofore despised.
every Friday and Saturday aIThe Baker's
The Rookie Clint Eastwood is an old cop.
Table, 434 Fore St, Portland. For more
Charlie Sheen is a young cop. Together,
information, call 883-1035.
they make one middle-aged cop. Adaring Steel Band Workshops Learn to "pan' at
and original premise for a movie , I say.
The Chocolate Church on Jan 20. The
The Russia House Read the book first ,
first session will run from 10 am-12 pm,
so you can keep Irack of the convoluted
the afternoon session from 2-4 pm. The
doings SlJrrounding post-Glasnost spies
charge Is $25 per person . Classes are
in love. The se tling is Moscow. the movie
limited. The Chocolate Church, in the
is beautifully filmed and cleverly acted.
Curtis Room, 804 Washington St, Bath.
Starring Sean Connery and Michelle
For more information, call 442-8455.
Pfeiffer.
The Woods by David Mamet, a play about
Three Men and a Little Lady In this
a man and a woman struggling for intisequel to Three Men and a Baby, the
macy in the woods, will be presented by
baby (Robin Weisman) is now five years
Alternate Root Theatre at Mad-Horse
old and her mother (Nancy Travis) has
Theatre, 955 Forest Ave, Portland, Jan
moved in with the boys. Mommy and
10, 11,12 & t3at8 pm, and on Jan 13
Tom Selleck fall in love. Whal comes
at 2 pm. Tickets: $8 . For more informanext? Spellbinding.
tion, call 874-0224.

JanUilry 10, 1991
Woyzeck George Buechner's 1879 play,
based on an actual murder case in which
the defendant pleaded guilty by reason
of insanity. Considered by many to be
the first modern drama. With original
music by Charlie Brown. Performances
are at 7:30 pm, Jan 23-26, and Jan 30Feb 2, at the Wherehouse, 29 Forest
Ave, Portland. Tickels are $6 Wednesday, $8 allother performances. For more
information, call 772-9640 after 6 pm.
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Furniture
REFINISHING
.StriPPing
·Repairs
·Architectural Woodwork
·Used Furniture & Antiques BOUght & Sold

37 York Street~

Portland

772·9772

AUDITIONS
Bates Dance Festival Audltfons There
will be an informal "-ting for all interested dancers on Jan 19. 7 pm, at the
Maine Center for the Arts in Orono to
discuss an upcoming commissioning
project with the Bill T. Jones/Arnie Zane
Co .. which will perform at 8 pm. For
furtherinlormation. contact Laura Faure
at 786-6077 or 871-0509.
The Happy Time Community Little
Theatre of Auburn is holding auditions
for its production of this humorous,
nostalgic look at a French-Canadian
family of the 1920s. Jan 13 and 14 at 7
pm at the Performing Arts Center, Great
FalisSchool.Aubum. For scripts or more
information, call Director Mary Glen
Rosenberg at 784-3964.
Jean Paul Sartre Two women and 10
men (one black) are needed for two oneact plays by Sartre, No Exil and The
Respectlul Prostitute, to be performed
April 1. Auditions will be held Jan 15-16,
from 5-9 pm, at Port Star Productions.
615 Congress SI. Suite 531 . For more
information, call Mark or Dave at 7750514.
USM Children'S Chorus is seeking 8through 13-year-old singers. Membership in the chorus, which is accepting
new members through January, is attained through audition or by recommendation by a school music teacher.
Rehearsals are held Man eves from 5:457 :15 pm in Corthell Hall on USM's
Gorhamcampus. For further information,
contact Dr. Betty Merbury in the music
dep't at 780-5247 or the concert manager at 780-5256.

DANCE
Contra dance with New Shenanigans
Band All dances taught; beginners and
singles welcome. There wilr also be a
Zweifache Couples Workshop at 8 pm,
and a Contra Basics Workshop - with
dance to follow - at 8:30 pm, Jan 12.
Admission : $4. Newbegin Gym in Gray.
For more information, call 428-3986.
Contradance from 8:30-midnight, CheslnutSt Church Uustwestof Porlland City
Hall). $4 donation . This contradance
takes place without exception the third
Fri of every mon th .
Crooked Stove Pipe Band will play Jan
18 for the international folk dancing held
every third Friday of the month, 8:30 pm,
at the Chestnut Street Church in Portland Uust west of City Hall). All dances
taught. Singles welcome. Admission $3.
773-7108.
International Folk Dancing Bowdoin
offers an evening of dancing and teaching
of line, circle and couple dances from
Eastern Europe, the Balkans, Israel,
Turkey, Scotland and more. Soft-soled
shoes only. Beginners welcome. Jan 13,
with instruction from 7:30-8:30 pm and
open dancing from8:30-1 0:30 pm. Maine
Lounge, Moulton Union. Bowdoin College, Brunswick, A $1 donation requested; free for Bowdoin students. For
more information, call Wardat389-1921,
Lisa at 833-5770 or Peter at 725-5379.

CLUBS
THURSDAY 1.10
Bop-Haus Musik with Gary Gemmltl,
Dan Hall and Mark Klelnhaut (jazz)
Cafe No. 20 Danlorth St, Portland. 7728114.
Danny Gravis (blues) Gritty McDufrs, 396
Fore St, Portland. 772-2739.
Zane Michael Raven (acoustic)
Horsefeathers, 193 Middle St, Portland.
773-3501.
Flash Allen (piano) LitHe Willie's, 36 Market St, Portland. 773-4500.
George Gordon Band (rock) Gena's, 13
Brown St, Porlland. 772-7891 .
Boneheads (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St. Portland. 774-<l444.
The Walters (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175
Pickett St. S. Portland. 767-4627.

Mulberry Street

MOVING SALE! 200/0 OFF ALL
(excluding pine furniture)

Moving Feb. 1 to 83 India Street
47 India Street Portland ME 04101 (207) 775-5011 • Mon-Sat 11-5

More
professionals
see it our way.

Photo by David A. Rogers
Kristine (Charlotte Maier) and Jean (Michel R_ Gill) In a scene
from Strindberg's "Miss Julie" now playing at the Portland
Stage Company.

Driving "Miss Julie"

FILM PROCESSING

CUSTOM PRINTS

• Color Slides
(3 Hr. E6 Processing)
• Color Negatives
• Black & White Negatives
• Slide Dupes/Transparancies

•
•
•
•
•

Cibachrome from Slides
Ektacolor from Negatives
Black & White
Murals & Bulk Printing
Mounting &laminating

PHOTOGRAPHIC COPY SERVICES

• "Miss Julie" by August Strlndberg, translated
by Harry G, Carlson
Directed by Richard Hamburger, with Betsy Aldem,
Michel R. Gill and Charlotte Maler
Portland Stage Company, 2SA Forest Ave_, Portland
Through Jan_ 20

FREE PARKING. CALL FOR FREE PRICE LIST

portland
photographics

Having spent much of my childhood in Denmark, I can still
remember the aWe I felt one Midsummer's Eve, watching a huge
bonfire in which the effigies of three witches were burned . The
pagan antecedents of this annual Scandinavian festival are still very
much alive, and they playa key role in the setting of Swedish
playwright August Strindberg's " Miss Julie," now at the Portland
Stage Company. All the action takes place during one Midsummer's
Eve, in which a young noblewoman's repressed passions are
unleashed in a tragic liaison with her father's manservant.
Strindberg was a late Victorian, a contemporary of Ibsen (with
whom he is sometimes confused, although they were bitter rivals>,
and Shaw. As such, he was deeply influenced by the revolutionary
writings of Freud, Marx and Darwin. The conflicts that erupt in
"Miss Julie" reflect such " modern" concerns as class struggle,
feminism and sexuality. Yet despite its fresh tran slation by Harry
G. Carlson, the play has an outmoded air about it, so much so that
the audience bursts into laughter on several unintended occasions.
There's laughter when Miss Julie launches into a bloodcurdling
tirade against the entire male sex. Women may still be on the
barricades in the battle of the sexes, but with the possible exception
of Valerie Solanas (the radical feminist who shot Andy Warhol), I
doubt whether even the most militant libber relishes the notion of
drinking blood from her male oppressor's skulL And male or
female, few in today's audience can ultimately comprehend why a
one-night stand between a noblewoman and a servant must end in
death. We've come a long way, baby.
Director Richard Hamburger illuminates the social barriers of
19th-<:entury Sweden in the first moments of the play, as we see a
grave, silent child peer from a darkened room into a brightly lit
kitchen, where Kristine the cook (Charlotte Maier) is preparing a
meal. In this opening scene, and in some later ones, Hamburger
uses moving risers to zero in on specific characters. The close-up
effect is almost cinematic, and it works.
Maier's Kristine is attractive but strait-laced. A devout
Lutheran, she knows her place here on earth and thus feels guaranteed a better position in the hereafter. She is ultimately torn between .
conservative disapproval of julie's free-spiritedness and sympathy
for a fellow woman, and Maier succeeds in creating this tension.
The valet jean is a different breed of cat. Powerfully played by
Michel R. Gill, Jean is a gentleman's gentleman who speaks perfect
French, prefers wine to beer and feels secretly superior to the family
he serves. He can have Kristine whenever he wants, but since
childhood he has worshipped Miss julie. When she throws herself
at him during the heady Mid summer revels, he is quick to take
advantage of the situation and to exact a brutal revenge on this
woman who is now his mistress in both senses of the word .
As julie, Betsy Aidem poses more of a problem. She looks
wonderful, suggesting a younger Liv Ullmann, and speaks in a
charmingly husky voice. But her performance is too often pitched
just one notch below hysteria. Her initial flirtation with Jean seems
much too aggressive, her guilty torment after their lovemaking too
strident. True, there is madness driving Miss julie, but she must

Con tin".d on page 18
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Winter Comfort
Warm your feet in Rirkenstoek clogs and shoes!
With the original eontourcd footbed,
our winter styles provide warm,
natural comfort!

Entertainment
"MISS JULIE"
continUEd fram page 17

Choose soft suedc or
luxurious leather
styles in vibt'ant
wintcr colors.

your Birkenstock store
337 Forest Ave.· Portland, Maine· 207-773-6601
Huge Irlllsntory. expert tlttlng. mJliofder nationwide, complete repair service.

STOP IN ANn WAR)! UPl
Homemade Soups, Chowder, Ilesserts, Burgers,
Sandwiches and Much More!

On the Waterfront
In the Old Port
84 Commercial St.
Portland, Maine

774-3550

'HE GOOD EGG CAFE

also appear vulnerable, a victim
of her passions, and this julie
just comes on too strong.
Aidem is far more effective in a
touching scene in which she
blends pathos and comedy
while giving a garbled version
of jean's pie-in-the-sky escape
plans.
The set by Anita Stewart
functions well with its authentic
cast-iron stove and the window
panes through which we can
see the village children spying
on the adult games within .
Missing, however, are the
traditional Swedish kitchen
decorations (think of Carl
Larsson's colorful habitat),
which would be even more
embellished for Midsummer.
The only bit of decoration , a
vase of lilies, is subtly trans·
fo rmed into a bun d le of straw
to symboli ze the witherin g of
jean and Julie' s love. In another
bit of symbolism, jean's
bedroom is lit a lurid red, about
as subtle as a frat house "makeout" room.
The costumes by Martha
Hally are exceJlent, true to the
button to the era and to
traditional Swedish dress.
Thomas Cabaniss provides
appropriate music, a Philip
Glass-like theme and a naughty
singsong for the children to
mock the adult goings-on.
That is a particularly
effective little scene, thanks to
the work of children's director
Lisa DiFranza, and there are
several other moments of real
power and sexual tension: the
prim Kristine revealing her
latent sensuality as she washes
herself; Jean kneeling in shame
and passion to kiss his
mistress's shoe; Julie recounting
her family's dark history. But
the scene that really left the
audience buzzing involved a
bird. One minute you sec it
fluttering in its cage, the next its
head is chopped off. Rest
assured: it's just sleight of hand ,
and a powerful symbol of poor
Miss julie who pays d early for
her escape from the cage of
gentility.
One hundred years ago,
this play shocked and outraged
-audiences. While today' s
audience will likely find th e
pla y dated and its directIon a
bit heavy-handed, it remains an
interesting piece of theater.
Peter Weyl

"

LIVE MUSIC. NEW EXPANDED SUPPER MENU
PIZZA • EVENING HOURS 5-1 OPM • 7 DAYS
705 CO N GRESS STREET • PORTLAND
PIZZA HOTLINE • 7730801
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Whig., St_1 Cows (rock) Dry Dock, 84
Convnercial St, Portland. 774-3550.
Marvin Boon., Gandhi'. Lunchbox
(rock) Geno's, 13 Brown S~ Portland.
772·7891.
Mr. Mojo'. Big Nite 0' Blues (blues)
Horsefeathers, 193 Middle St, Portland.
773-3501 .
SWInging Hot Oazz) lillie Willie's, 36
Market St, Por~and. 773·4500.
Legend (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market St,
PorUand. 774· 5246.
Boneheads (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St, Portland. 774-Q444.
One People (reggae) Raoul's Roadside
Attraction ,865 Forest Ave, Portland. 7736886.
The Walters (rock) Spring Point Cafe,
175 Pickell St, S. Portland. 767·4627.

SATURDAY 1.12

CON

CERTS

SATURDAY 1.12
Alison Krauss and Union Station
(bluegrass) 9 pm. Raoul's Roadside
Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland.
Tickets: $8. 775-2494 .
Livingston Taylor (rock) 7 :30pm. The
~ocolate Church, 804 Washington SI..
Bath. Tickets are $15, $12 for seniors
and children. 442·8455.

K. Barry Saunders Quartet Oazz) Cafe
No, 20 Danforth St, Portland. 772·8114.
Knots and Crosses (rock) Dry Dock. 84
Commercial St, Portland. 774·3550
Trout Brothers (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown
St, PorUand. 772·7891.
Annl Clark, Deb Sawyer & Doug Lewis,
Mr. Mojo's Big Nite 0' Blues (blues)
Gandhi's Lunch Box (local acoustic) 6
Horsefeathers, 193 Middle St, Portland.
pm, Clark; 7:30 pm, Sawyer & Lewis; 9
773·3501.
pm, Lunch Box, at Raoul's Roadside
SWInging Hot (jazz) Little Willie's, 36
Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland.
Market St, PorUand. 773-4500.
Cover: $1 . 775-2494.
Legend (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market St, Portland Symphony Chamber OrPorUand. 774·5246.
chestra (classical) 2 and 6 pm, at the
Boneheads (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Eastland Ballroom of Portland'sSonesta
Moulton St, Portland. 774·0444.
Hotel. 157 High St, Portland. Saxophonist
Kenneth Radnofsky will perform Ibert's
Steve Howell and the Wolves (rock)
Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St, S.
Concertino da Camera: the orchestra
will also perform Faure 's Pelleas et
Portland. 767-4627 .
Melisande Suite. Respighi's The Birds
and Strauss Jr.'s Krapfenwald Polka.
Ticketsare$17. 773-8191 or 1-800-734 2577 (in Maine).

SUNDAY 1.13

SUNDAY 1.13

Cafe No Jazz Jam, open jam session
with rhythm section (byo jazz) Cale No,
20 Danforth St. Portland. 772·8114 .
Sonny Paul Brown St. Blues Jam
(blues) Geno's, 13 Brown St, Por~and. Portland Symphony Orche.tra
Klnderkonzert. (classical) 9:30 and
772·7891
1 t am, at Portland City Hall Auditorium,
Acoustic Blue. Jam (byo blues) Gritty
30 MyrtleSt. MusicforKingsandQueens,
McDuff's, 396 Fore St, PorUand. 772youth concerts for studen ts in grades 3·
2739.
6 . Tickets are $2 for students and adults.
Shockra (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
For reservations, write to Emily Taylor,
Moulton SI. Portland. 774-Q444.
14 Lawn Ave. Cumbe~and Center. ME
Sunday Brunch In the Ballroom, fea·
04021 . Reservations cannot be made by
turing a Classical Duo, Portland Regency,
phone.
20 Milk St. Portland. 774·4200.
Unplugged Concerts Acoustic Music,
no cover. Tonight: Anni Clark. Deb
Sawyer & Doug Lewis, Ghandi's Luch
Bo. (acoustic). Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave,
Portland. 773-6886.
Portland Symphony Orchestra
Klnderkonzerts (classical) 9 :30 and
11 am, at Portland City Hall Auditorium.
30 Myrtle SI. Music for Kingsand Queens.
youlh concerts for students in grades 36. Ticketsare $2 for students and adults.
Shockra (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
For reservations. write to Emily Taylor,
Moulton SI. Portland. 774·0444.
14 Lawn Ave, Cumberland Center, ME
So.ME Blues Society Meeting and Jam
04021 . Reservationscannot be made by
(blues) Raoul's. 865 Forest Ave, Port·
phone.
land. 773·6886 .

MONDAY 1.14

TUESDAY 1.15

MONDAY 1.14

TUESDAY 1.15

UPCOMING

Cheryl Wheeler 1/18 (folk) 9 pm, with
Acoustic Blues Jam (byo blues) Gritty
special guest Anni Clark. Raoul's
McDuff's, 396 Fore St, Portland. 772Roadside Attraction. 865 Forest Ave,
2739.
PorUand. Tickets: $8. 773-6886.
Miami Blues (mollie) Moose Alley, 46 Malcolm Bilson 1118 (Iortepiano) 8 pm,
Market St, PorUand. 774-5246.
at Olin Concert Hall, Bates College,
Magazine (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Lewiston . Schubert Impromptus,
Moulton St. Portland. 774-{)444.
Beethoven's Sonata Opus 110. Chopin
Open Mike Night with Peter Gleason
waltzes
and
Schumann 's
(you) Spring Point Cafe. 175 Pickell St,
Fantasiestucke. Tickets $8 general
S. Portland. 767-4627.
public. $5 seniors, $3 students. 786·
6135.

WEDNESDAY 1.1 G
Pal (acoustic) Geno's, 13 Brown St, Portland. 772-7891
Acoustic CI.slc: Terry Jam. ., Lisa
Gallant, Andrew Larson (acoustic)
Horsefeathers. 193 Middle St, PorUand.
773-3501.
Bachelor Night (xxx) Moose Alley, 46
Market St, PorUand. 774·5246 .
Magazln. (rock) Old Port Tavem , 11
Moulton St, Portland. 774·0444.

DANCING
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ART

Zootz, 31 Forest St, Portland. Wed:
Progressives. Thu: Jump. Fri : PostModern· Chem Free; Sal: Cutting Edge
Dance; Sun : Request Night. 773-8187.
The Moon, 425 Fore St, Portland. Open
nightly, 8 pm on .. . Fri-Sat until 3 am. No Area Gallery, Campus Center, 96
Falmouth Street, Portland. Photographs
cover. 871·0683.
of Europe features black and white
Salutes, 20 MilkSt, Portland. Open nightly
photographs
taken
by
Peter
untit 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
Shellenberger during the summer of
T.Blrd's, 126 N. Boyd St. Portland. Fri·
1989. Showing through Feb 1. Opening
Sat. Dancing '50s & '60s; Wed, Contemreception Jan 17, from 5·7 pm. An in·
poraries. 773-8040.
formal talk will be given during the reK.. Barry Saunders Quartet Oazz) Cafe
ception . Gallery hours: Mon· Fri. 7 am-1 0
No, 20 Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.
pm; Sat& Sun , 10am-10 pm. 780·4090.

CLUBS
FRIDAY 1.11

OPENING

Jewel in the Rough
• Paul Black, Katherine Allen, Joe Cousins, Vicki
Woodruff, Bert Weiss, Bill Jewell
The Jewell Gallery, 345 Fore St., Portland
There is a new gallery in town that promises to be continually
interesting for the peculiar reason that its owner, Bill Jewell,
likens it to what he loves best about - of all places - Marden's.
Micky Marden's philosophy, Bill says, is "If you can show them
something new every time they come in, their curiosity will
always bring them back."
The Jewell Gallery indeed promises to be eclectic. Still in its
formative stages, it will be a gallery on two levels. The street level
currently features the work of the owner, Bill Jewell, who paints
realistic land and cityscapes in oil and watercolor. Also downstairs are impressionistic oils by Paul Black and stained glass
works by Bert Weiss, of Portland's working waterfront before it
vanished beneath the condo tide.
The upper level is now showing oils by Rebecca Cuming
which have the misty, ethereal feeling of a Turner; abstract paper
collages by Katherine Allen; watercolors and prints by Joe
Cousins; and hand-painted clay jewelry, inset with stained glass,
by Vicki Woodruff.
The real eclecticism will come when Bill has fulfilled his plan
to stock the gallery with antique clocks, antique marine art,
models of sailing vessels, and - here's the most eclectic part - a
case of rubies, diamonds and emeralds. He is also looking for new
artists to bring their work down for him to see. Finally, the
bottom level of the gallery will house, Bill promises, one of the
finest frame shops in town.
The opening of the Jewell Gallery represents a return to roots
for Jewell. As he said, it really should be called Jewell Gallery V;
for Bill, his sister Tina, and mother Anne roved around town with
a series of galleries from 1975 to 1985. Then Bill went out to Lake
Tahoe for seven years where he says he was dazzled by the
grandeur of the Sierras, the pristine water and the endless
sunshine. Finally, however, he was drawn back to Maine so that
he could return to painting its softer, more misty beauty. What he
missed, he says, were the eternal aspects of the coast: the tides
and marshlands.
Jewell describes his as a basic approach to painting. He says,
"My feeling is that God is the greatest artist, and it is my intention
to try to mimic His grandeur, to transcribe the world as He has
painted it, into a fairly accurate representation." He achieves that
end admirably, and has in the gallery a collection of local scenes.
As we chatted he was working on a morning scene: dawn over
Portland from Baxter Boulevard. He feels this mission to paint the
world as it is for the simple reason that it, like Weiss's working
waterfront, is disappearing so fast . He's planning a show for next
summer, for example, on the theme of the Vanishing Variety
Store. He feels a certain urgency, as the 7-Elevens, like the malls
and condos, are taking over fast. Another summer show planned,
sort of apropos not at all of this thought, is a Tropical Fish Show.
Artists interested in either of these theme shows should contact
Jewell.
Of Paul Black, Jewell says, "Looking at the Maine light, I had
always wished that the impressionists had come here. Then I
chanced upon one of Black's paintings, and I saw that one had. I
asked someone where he was from, expecting the answer to be
'Paris.' The reply was 'Brackett Street.'" Indeed I have to agree
with Jewell. A painting of the park that I expected to be the Bois
de Bologne turned out to be Deering Oaks. It's a bit unnerving.
Black is of the school of Monet and Hassam, painting a dazzling
sunlight and broken bits of color that meld in the eye, disjOintedly
at close range, compoSitionally at a distance, to com plete the
vision of color and effect. "Long Pond in Fog" recalls Monet's
"Waterlilies," and the really unnerving one is one in which you're
programmed by the painting style to understand that you' re
looking at an ancient European feudal village, only to read the
title: "Bangor." "Somehow," you think in the back of your brain,
"Bangor and impressionism are oxymorons." There it is, though .
Whatever this gallery is going to become, it's worth checking
out. I had fun there.

Evans Gallery, 7 Pleasant St, Portland.
Color photography show of underwater
nudes by Bill Curtsinger, through Jan 12.
From Jan 15-Feb 16: black and white
photographs by O. Winston Link, whose
photographs of the Norfolk & Western
Railway document the last years of steam
locomotion and give a vemacular por·
trait of rural American life in the late '50s.
Gallery hours : 10 am-6 pm, Tue-Fri : 11
am-4 pm Sat . 879-0042.
The Jewell Gallery, 345 Fore St, Portland. Watercolors by Bill Jewell, Joseph
Cousins:oilsby Paul Black and Rebecca
Cuming; stained glass by Bert Weiss:
jewelry by Vicki Woodruff. Through
February.Galleryhours: 11 am-5:30pm,
Mon·Sat. For further information, call
773·3334.
The Pine Tr_ Shop and Bayview
Gallery, 75 Market St, PorUand. -Impressionist Views· Cranberry Island and
Central Maine: recent oils and pastels
by Bayview Gallery staff member David
Lil1le. Show also includes lyrical abstracts. Through Jan 31. Gallery hours:
10 am-6 pm. Mon·Sat. 773·3007.
Portland Museum of Art, Seven Con·
gressSquare, Portland. Hours:Tue-Sat.
10 am-5 pm; Sun 12·5 pm: open Thu till
9 pm. Free admission Thu from 5·9 pm.
773·2787.
"N.C. Wyeth'. Wild West, organized by
the Brandywine River Museum in Chadds
Ford, PA, will feature works from the
Brandywine's collection and that of the
Wyeth family. Exhibit runs through Feb
3,1991 .
"Photogravures by Edward S. Curtis,
who set out in 1898 to document NaUvl!
America before it was thoroughly as·
similated by the advancing white man.
Funded by such public figuresas Pierpont
Morgan and President Theodore
Roosevelt, Curtis traveled throughout
the Northwest and into Alaska, lilling
among tribes for extended periods of
time. The exhibition of the resulting photogravurescoincideswiththeN.C. Wyeth
exhibit above.
"Impressionism and Beyond: The Scott
M. Black Collection features Pagans et
Le Pere de Degas (Pagans and Degas'
Father), an oil on canvas recently ac·
quired at Sotheby's by Portland native
Scott M. Black. The exhibit is on permanentloan.
*The Artist'. Model, an exhibit that concentrates on the human Ionn and examines the relationship between artist and
model. on view throug h Feb 17.
"Reflections ofthe Built Environment,
an exhibition of 31 paintings. drawings,
sculpture and ceramics on loan from the
permanent collection. Exhibition demonstrates how, over the past cenlury,
architecture has continued to playa diverse role in art, both as imagery and as
a physical presence assuming a sculptural fonn. Through Jan 20.
Portland Public Library'. Lewis Gal·
lery, 5 Monument Square. Into A World
Unknown: Recent Immigration to Port'
land. an exhibit of photographs and text
panels leling the story of PorUand's most
recent immigrants. Library hours are
Mon, Wed and Fri from 9 am-6 pm, Tue
and Thu from 12-9 pm, and Sat from 9
am-5 pm. 871 -1700.
The Spirited Gourmet, 142 SI. John St,
Portland . Mixed media showing by
Joanne Agrillo. Anne Bernard, Paul
Hollingsworth, Randall HarrisandAriene
Morris. Through Jan 31. Hours: Mon·Fri.
10 am-6 pm; Sat 10 am-5 pm. 773-2919.
The Stein Gallery, 20 Milk St, PorUand.
Stephen Nelson and Daniel Gaumer's
interpretations in glass of impressionist
paintings. Through Jan 15. Then Jan 16·
Feb 28. Bruce Pizzichillo : colorful sculp·
tures combining blown glass shapes.
cast and slumped glass pieces. Featuring a variety of techniques and materials,
including glass, brass, aluminum and
lelephone wire. Gallery Hours : Mon·Sat,
11 am--6 pm; Sun 12-5 pm. 772·9072.
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Maine's ~ Authentic
Oyster Bar

Of/die!'
Mixing Good People, Good Food and
Good Drinks for 13 Years
Our Full Menu served from llAM to Midnight
Best Steamers in Town
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Baby, It's Cold Outside!

HOME PLATE
INC.1989

"FCL-d the whole family"
Open Sam to 2pm 7 • days a week!

Join

the

TWILIGHT LEAGUE for Breakfast!
Friday & Saturday Nighrs Ilpm-5am

5 DANA STREET • THE OLD PORT • 761-9567

Casco Bay
Weekly's
next
Wellness
Issue will be
on the
stands
January 24.

OUT OF TOWN

Bowdoin Colleg. Museum of Art,
Brunswick. Puzzling Prints, an exhibition
of prints that cause problems of interpretation, will be on display in the Becker
Gallery through Jan 20 . TwentiethCentury Art from the Collections through
Margot Mc Williams
Mar 31 . The Bowdoin College Museum
of Art is open to the public free of charge.
Museum hours are Tue-Sat, 10 am-5
pm; Sun 2-5 pm. Closed Mondays and
The Cent.rfor the Arts at The Choconational hOlidays. For further infonnalate Church, 804 Washington St. Bath .
lion, call 725·3275.
Juried photography show opensJan 11 ,
Gold/Smith
Gallery, 7 McKown St .
with a reception from 3-5 pm on Jan 13.
Boothbay Harbor. New works on paper
Show closes Jan 26. Gallery hours: Tue- Barrldoff Galleries, 26 Free St, Portby Nikki Schumann, acrylics by the
Fri, 10am·4 pm; Sat noon-4 pm; dosed
land. Selections by gallery artists, feaabstractionist John Vander and recent
Sun's and Mon's. 442-8627.
turing new work by Stuart Ross and
drawings by Fraas·Slade, all through
Mark Haltof and a selection of 19th· and
Dean Velentgas Gallery, 60 Hampshire
January. Gallery hours: 10 am-5 pm,
20th·century American art. Through
St, Portland. Duane Paluska : an exhibit
Wed-Sun. For more infonnation, call 633January. Hours: Mon·Fri, 10 am-5 pm;
of painted wall reliefs and sculpture. Jan
6252.
Sat 12-4 pm. 772·5011.
18·Feb 17. Opening Jan 18. from 5·8
pm. Gallery talk by artist Jan 23 at7 pm. Dlmora, 26 Exchange SI, PorUand. Watercolors by Ellen Norton and various
Gallery hours: Thu 12-8 pm; Fri·Sat, 12·
5 pm; Sun 12·4 pm; or by appt. 772·
works by local artists. Through January.
2042.
Open Mon, Tue and Wed. 10 am-8 pm:
Thurs, Fri and Sat. 10 am-9 pm: Sun 10
Continued on page 20
am-6 pm. 775-7049.
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Don't miss
the early
advertising
deadline on
January 17.

For more info and
advertising rates
call Holly, Rose,
Maureen or Marilyn
at 775-6601.
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Union of Maille VI.ual Artists' Open Beyond Adulthood Course offered by
Westbrook College Continuing Ed. The
Slide Night and Planning Session
course is based on the premise that
Evening will indude an informal viewing
being an adult is not "the end of the
of members' work as well as a discusroad," but the beginning of a new tife,
sion of UMVA business: the direc~on
and will examine different models and
and scope of the Spring '91 programs
approaches to individual adult developand ideas lor the Union's involvement
ment. FourTuesdays, &-8 pm, beginning
with the Maine Festival. Jan 18 at 7 pm,
Jan 15. $50. Westbrook College, 716
althe Maine Writers' Center, 190 Mason
Stevens Ave , Portland. For more inforSt (Second Floor), Brunswick. All UMVA
mation, call 797-7261. ext. 263.
members and lriends, as well as the
general public, are invited to attend Journai Workshop with Alfred DePew,
for beginners and those who would like
meetings free 01 charge. For more in lorto deepen and expand their journals.
mation, Call 729-6333.
Workshops will explore dreams, work,
Watercolor Painting Class offered by
spirituality, childhood, archetypes and
Westbrook College Continuing Ed., for
problem solving . Six sessions lor $1 00.
beginners who want to enjoy creating
Jan 21-Feb 25, Mondaysfrom 6:30-8 :30
through learning and practicing waterpm. 5t. Luke's Cathedral, 143 State St,
color technique. Eight Wednesdays, &-9
Maine Aquarium Computer and ExhiPorUand (use State Street entrance).
pm, beginning Jan 16. $85. Westbrook
bition Room, Route 1, Saco. Diversity
For more information, call 775-3708.
College, 716 Stevens Ave, Portland. For
Endangered, a new Smithsonian Institumore information, call 797-7261, ext. Japanese Language Classes Four
tion poster panel exhibition, will be on
classes in the Japanese language will be
view through Jan 31 . Through color pho263.
offered by the Japan America Society of
tographs, illustra~ons and informative
Maine in Portland beginning the week of
text, the 15 poster panels examine the
Jan 13. A brochure with inlormation about
worldwide deterioralion and destruction
schedule and cost is available from the
of our planet's biological diversity . Free
Society by calling 774- 4014.
admission for this exhibit. Hours are 9
Learn More About Gardening The
am-5 pm daily. For more information,
University of Maine Cooperative Extencall Jim Pellerin at 284-4512.
sion Services is ollering a five-lesson
Maine Audubon Society, Gilsland Farm,
course entitled Horne Vegetable Gar118 U.S. Route I, Falmouth . Wildlife
dening . The course will be offered bewatercolors by Siddhia Hulchinson and
ginning in January, and includes lessons
porcelain sculplures by Patricia
on planning a vegetable garden, growAnnaclette Smith . Through Jan 4. Art
ing transplants, garden management,
work by Audubon volunteers on view for Amnesty International Membership
soillertility and composting . The cost of
Drive Contributions and dues help lund
remainder of monlh . Hours: 9 am-5 pm,
the course is $5. To enroll , contact
AI's activities and also help pay chapter
Mon-Sat; noon-5 pm, Sun's and holiCumberland County Extension Office at
dues to the AI office in NY, If you need a
days. 781 -2330.
780-4205 , or send a check to UMCE, 96
1991 membership form or know 01 anyFalmouth St, Portland, ME 04103.
one interested in Amnesty International,
Checks should be payable to
Portland chapter, contact membership
Cumbe~and County Extension Associacoordinator Bill Stanton at 775-0020.
tion.
Astro-Mythology Workshop Wendy
American and European Art Auction
Ashley, mythologist, astrologer and Poetry Writing William Carpenter,
Barridoff Galleries is holding an auction
author of Rain, will teach this informal
naked eye astronomer, presents a
workshop focusing on the creative proall pm, Feb7,at Holiday Inn by the Bay,
daylong workshop at Northeast Meta88 Spring St, Portland. Previews will be
cess of poetry writing . Participants are
physics on Jan 19 in Cornish. The
held Feb 6, from 5-8 pm; and Feb 7, from
asked to bring two of their poems for
workshop is designed to identify each
9 am-12 pm. Calalogues: $25, postage,
discussion. Cost is $30 for Maine Writers
participant's mythology as it relates
and Publishers Alliance members, $35
handling and price key induded . Maine
specifically to the circumstances 01 that
for others. Theworkshopwill beheld Jan
residents please add $1 .25 sales tax.
person's life. The goals are to aid in the
12 at the Maine Writers Center at the
Send checks to Barridoff Galleries, 26
transformation and healing of individuals,
FreeSt, Portland, ME04101 . For more
address below. Preregistration is reto acquaint astrologers with the new
quired; no walk-ins admitted. Send
information , call 772-5011 .
mythic perspective of students olJhe sen
payment to MWPA , 19 Mason St,
Bill of Right. Exhibit Needa Art Union
and 01 psychology, and to bring to light
Brunswick, ME 04011 . To reserve a
the real depths that can be reached in
of Maine Visual Arlists is planning an art
space, call 729-8333.
the techniques of divination . The workexhibit around the theme of the Bill of
Rights, whose 200th anniversary is this
shop fee is $45, to be pre-paid by Jan 17. Rally for Peace The Androscoggin CoaTo register, write or call Northeast
year. Artists interested in participating
lition for Peace in the Middle East will
hold a rally and walk for peace. three
Metaphysics, 33 High Rd, Cornish, ME
should contact Deane Woodward as
days belore the U.N. Security Council
soon as possible at 9 Noble St,
04020, tel. 625-7447 .
resolution authorizing lorce against Iraq
Brunswick, ME 04011 , tel, 729-6449.
Beyond Adulthood Course offered by
goes into effect. Therallywitl begin at 12
Westbrook College Continuing Ed, The
New England Foundation for the Art.
noon, Jan 12, al Great Falls Plaza, Aucourse is based on the premise that
offers support lor artists working in crafts,
burn. It will be lollowed by a walk to the
being an adult is not "the end of the
photography and experimental media.
offices of Rep. Olympia Snowe in Au road: but the beginning of a new lile,
Two grant programs, the NEFAINational
burn and Senators William Cohen and
and will examine different models and
Endowment for the Arts Regional FelGeorge Mitchell in Lewiston . Anyone
lowships for the Visual Artists and the
approaches to individual adult developinterested in participating in the event
New Fomns Regional Initiative, areavailment. FourTuesdays, 6-8 pm, beginning
may contact Chris Beam at 784-8933,
Jan 15, $50 . Westbrook College, 716
able lor individual artists throughout the
Kevin Simpson at 784-0232 or Stan
Stevens Ave, Portland. For more inforNew England region in 1991 . The first
Lolchie at 725-1330.
will award 10 awards in crafts and 10 in
mation , call 797-7261, ext. 263.
photography this year. All awards will be Column Writing Michael Hurley, col- Rudolph steiner Teaching Lecture
for $5,000. The second will support the
Torin Finser, of the Rudolph Steiner
umnist lor the Waldo Independent, will
School, will give a talk called Teaching in
crea~on 01 new work by emerging and
teach this workshop focusing on the
lesser-known artists in the contempothe 1990s: The Challenge and the
business of starting and writing a column
Promise, Jan 17, at 7 pm, Beam Classrary and traditional arts. Six to 12 awards,
for newspapers, magazines, shoppers
room, Visual Arts Center, Bowdoin Colranging from $2 ,000 to $5,000, will be
and radio. Special guest: Jay Davis,
lege, Brunswick. For more information,
distributed. The deadline lor submiseditorolthe Maine Times. Cost is $30 lor
sions lor both is Jan , 31 . Program
call 725-3000.
Maine Writers and Publishers Alliance
guidelines and application forms are
members, $35 lor others . The workshop Self-Esteem Building This course, ofavailable by contac~ng the New England
will be held Jan 12, Irom 10 am-3 pm, at
fered by Westbrook College Continuing
Foundation lor the Arts , 678
Ed., will explore origins of self-esteem,
the Abbott Auditorium 01 the Bellast Free
Massachussetts Ave., Cambridge, MA
Library. Preregistration is required. Send
identify attitudes and behaviors which
02139; telephone (617) 492-2914. Inpayment to MWPA, 19 Mason St ,
diminish self-esteem, and teach new
lormation and assistance may also be
Brunswick, ME 04011. To reserve a
skills to enhance self-esteem. Four
obtained by contacting any of the six
Wednesdays, 6-8 pm, beginning Jan 16.
space,' call 729-6333.
New England state arts agencies.
$50. Westbrook College, 716 Stevens
Community College of Maine Courses
Ave, Portland. For more information , call
PSA Art Classes The Portland School of
Offered Thru TV The Baxter School for
Art Continuing Studies Department oi797-7261 , ext. 263.
the Deal in Falmouth will serve as the
receiving site for 20 spring courses from Senator George Mitchell will .peak
lers evening , daytime and weekend
courses in photography, jewelry and
on Meeting the Global Threat to the
various UMaine campuses in the areas
metalsmithing, woodworking, landscape
01 art, business and the social sciences.
Environment, to benefit Maine Audubon
design, ceramics, sculpture, printmaking,
Courses will be offered Mon-Fri after 4
Society. Reception at 8 pm with lecture
graphic design , painting, drawing, labric
pm, and on Sat from 10 am-I pm. The
to follow, Jan 18, at the First Parish
design, writing, visual studies and more.
University will provide interpreting on a
Unitarian Church, 425 Congress St,
Classes start Feb 4, and range from free
Portland. Tickets: $10 members and
limited basis. Registration is now unofferings to 2-credit costs. Write or call
students, $15 non-members. For inforderway for the courses, which begin Jan
the school for a brochure: 97 Spring St,
14 . For more information and a spring
mation, call 781-2330 .
PorUand 04101, or 775-3052.
1991 Community College course guide, start Your Own Business Portland
call the Baxter School at781-3165 or the
Senior Adult Painting Cia.. The City of
SCORE (Service Corps of Retired ExCommunity College 01 Maine at 1-800PorUand is offering classes in waterco~
ecutives) Will hold a workshop entitled
ors and oil paints on Tue and Fri aher69&-6000.
How To Really Start Your Own Business
noons, starting Jan 18, Irom 12:30-3:30 Dlver.lty Endangered, a new
on Jan 17, from 1-4 pm. Discussion will
pm, at the Northlield Green Community
cover all important considerations in
Smithsonian Ins~tution poster panel exCenter, 147 Allen Ave, Portland. No fee
hibition , will be on view through Jan 31 in
starting a new business, including how
but par~cipants must supply their own
the Maine Aquarium Computer and Exto organize, budget, market and keep
materials. Call 874-8793 for more inlorrecords. The workshop will be held at 66
hibition Room, Route I , Saco. Through
color photographs, ilustrations and inPearf St, Portland. For more informa~on
mation .
and reservations, call 772-1147.
formative text, the 15 poster panels exShambhala Art. Day Discovering Elamine the wo~dwide deterioration and Women'. Money Management Semiegance: a one-day program offering
destruction of our planet's biological dimeditabon and Japanese flower arrangnar A.G. Edwards & sons invites women
versity. Hours are 9 am-5 pm daily. For
ing . Taught by Shelley Pierce, certirled
to attend a free money management
more information , call Jim Pellerin at
teacher In the Sogestu School of Ikebana.
seminar. The two-part seminar is deJan 18 at 8 pm, and Jan 191rom 9 am-5
284-4512.
signed to help women overcome the
obstacles 01 inna~on, taxation and propm, at North Yarmouth Academy, 123 Humane Shelter for Animals: Maine
Main St, Yarmouth. Cost is $35 ($5 lor
Animal Sanctuary's goal is to provide
crastination . Featured speaker is Kerry
the Jan 18 talk only) . For lurther inlormaCouroce, who has over seven years
Portland with an animal shelter where
experience planning investment strateanimals would be given humane care
tion, call 874-8300 or 582-3649.
gies lor clients. The seminars will be held
until they are adopted. At present,
on Jan 16 and 231rom 5:30-7:30 pm, at
Portland's other shelters put dogs to
sleep after a maximum 01 eight days,
the A.G. Edwards offices at 185 Middle
St, Por~and. Audience size is limited,
while there is no time limit for cats. Maine
For more inlormation or to register, call
Animal Sanctuary holds meetings on the
second Tuesday of each month at 7 :30
774-5626.
pm at the Clark Memorial Church, 15
Pleasant Ave, Portland.
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874-6980
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DAILY AND WEEKEND KATES

Mon, -Fri. 105:30
Sat. 10-5

59 Federal Street, Portland,
ME 04101 (207) 774-2933

50% OFF
ornaments

*cards *decorations

25% OFF
Everything Else
(except Elfin Tapes)

422 Fore Street, Old Port. 76] -5690 Ia. ME Mall • 775-4268
Winter lIours: ]]-5:30 Wcd,-Sat., ]2-5 Sundays

THE RED LIGHT REVUE
We'll be back at Raoul's
Wednesday Nights in May!

•

Winner of four Maine Music awards
Spring and Summer dates are going fast - book your
weddings and functions now,
CALL 883-2802

Workahop. on Social Ju.tlce .nd IRS Seeka Volunteera to Help Othera
with Tax Return. Volunteers are
Racism will be held at the following
needed to help lilTA, the volunteer inplaces and dates: In Por~and, at the
come tax assistance program sponsored
General Theological Center, 159 State
by the IRS. Volunteers assist low-inSt - Spirituality and Profession, led by
come, elderly, handicapped or non-EnMary Ann Bernard and Naomi
glish speaking individuals by explaining
Kronlokken, three Thursdays, Jan 10the special credits and deductions lor
24; Undoing Racism, by Sheila Garrett,
which they may qualily and by helping
six Wednesdays, Jan 16-Feb 20; Camthem to prepare their returns. For the
bodian Culture/Cambodians in Maine,
convenience 01 taxpayers who cannot
led by Pirun Sen, Jan 19; Alrican alford travel to an IRS office, most VTT A
Americans in Maine, led by Gerald Talvolunteers provide assistance at neighbot, Jan 26; and Feminist Spirituality and
borhood locations such as schools,
Ecological Justice, led by Elly Haney,
churches and libraries. VITA programs
Feb 15/16. In Brunswick, at a location to
can be sponsored by local, civic or Irabe announced - Undoing RaCism, led by
temal organizations, educational instiSheila Garren, six Thursdays, Jan 17tutions, churches and social groups.
Feb 21 . Timesare to be announced ; cost
Persons or organizations interested in
of workshops varies. For further inlorthe program should contact the IRS at 1mation, call Elly at 442-7260.
800-424-1040, or write to the IRS VITA
Women'. Voices, Work Choices: a
coordinator, Nancy Dutton, at P.O. Box
workshop for women who want to trans1020, Augusta, ME 04330, or call 622form their relationship to work. Feb 9,
8328.
9:30 am-5 pm, at a PorUand location to
be announced. Registration: $75 . Pre- MS Office Needs Volunteer to put
packages together for the upcoming
senters : Barbara Babkirk and Nancy
walk-a-thons and to prepare bulk mailRankin Houtz. Call 761-0071 for more
ings. You must be able to work on your
inlormation.
own ; on-the-job training is provided.
Contact the Center for Voluntary Action
at 874-1015 to volunteer.
Safety instructors Needed The Dep'tol
Inland Fisheries and Wildlife is seeking
volunteer instructors lor state-certified
safety courses in a nu mber of fields,
including hunting, trapping, bowhunting,
ATVs, boating and snowmobiling. Candidates must meet the lollowing reqUirements: be 21 years of age; have at least
three years of experience in the lield
applied for; have no criminal record and
submit to background check; and have
no lish, wildlile or conservation convicAIDS' Buddy Program Needs Voluntions within five year prior to the date of
teers Merrymeeting AIDS Support
application. Those interested in volunServices (MASS) is looking lor volunteers
teering should meet with Lou Haskell at
throughout the state for the Buddy Pro1 pm, Jan 13, atTroop B Gray Barracks,
gram, Buddies provide friendship and
Maine State Police, 312 Shaker Rd, Gray.
emotional support to People With AIDS
For more information, call 729-9797 .
(PWA). Buddies make a commitment 01 Sew Dolls for Sick Kids The Friends 01
one year to the program and , alter
MaineMedicai Center is looking lorcomcompleting the training , spend two to five
munity groups or individuals who would
hours a week providing their buddies
be interested in spending a few hours a
with quality time. In addition, buddies
month assisting the organization in makattend two mee~ngs a month. The next
ing teaching dolls lor pediatric patients at
training program is scheduled to begin
MMC . The dolls are used to explain the
Jan 18 in Brunswick on two Fridays from
different kinds of treatment and medical
&-9 pm, and two Saturdays from 8 amprocedures the children undergo. Some
4:30 pm. Any interested adult can consewing experience is helpful, but not
tact the program coordinator, Brian Allen,
necessary. All materials and directions
at 725-4955 .
are supplied by the Friends. For more
Alternative Medluma 1991 needs volinlormation, call the Center lor Voluntary
unteers: artists to exhibit work; performAction at 874-1015.
ers; writers ; administrative persons and SWampacotta Nursing Home will proenthusiastic people to do gallery and
vide lunch for volunteers working as
stage prep, sell program advertisements,
Visitor/Companions. These volunteers
public relations, and more. Alterna~ve
assist the activities director, read to, play
Mediums is a non-profit organization
cards and chat with residents. No lormal
dedicated to providing and promoting
training is required, just a desire to enservices to people with AIDS and AIDShance the quality 01 lile lor the elderly
related illnesses, advocacy regarding
residents in the home . Call Lorraine
AIDS-related issues, and AIDS-related
Newman at 892-6922 to help out.
health education and inlormation to citi- Vacation Videoa Find Receptive Audizens 01 Maine. The intent 01 the organience You can help expand Woodford
zations is not only to earn money lor
Park residents' knowledge 01 the world
AIDS, but equally to provide artists with
and prOVide entertainment by giving a
a space , opportunity and reason to ex30- to 60-minute presentation about your
hibit and/or perform the~ work. Voluntravels. Call the Center for Voluntary
teers are needed lor an evening of alAction at 874-1 01510r more inlormation.
ternative perlormance and exhibition 01
Help People With AIDS All donations of
visual art being developed and planned
items big or small will be appreciated lor
lor March 28, 1991 . Starting Jan 9,
men , women and children who are living
meetings will be held every Wednesday
with AIDS in Greater Portland. All gilts
eve at 8 pm at Zootz , 27 Forest Ave,
can be received at 377 Cumbe~andAve ,
PorHand. For more inlormation, call 775Portland, 04102. For more inlormation,
1514.
call David at People with AIDS Coalition
Baxter School Dorms Need Curtains If
of Maine, 773-8500.
you have experience working with young
adults, you can help teach them to make
their own curtains and also provide them
with a sense 01 accomplishment in the
process. Knowledge of sign language is
a plus but not necessary. For more information, call the Center lor Voluntary
Action at 874-1015.
Leadership Program is for people who
are or want to be actively involved in their
communities and who want their actions
to make a difference. The program runs
from Jan-April and provides participants
the opportunity to develop their leadership skills, broaden their understanding
01 community issues, learn from com- A.R.T ,S, Anonymous is a group of local
artists recovering through the 12 Steps,
munity leaders and meet other individuals
who have come together to form a supwith similar interests. Call the USM Dept.
port group that meets every Mon at 7 pm
01 Community Programs lor more inforat St. Luke's Cathedral, State St, Portmation at 874-6500.
land. For more information, call 846Improve Jail Conditions and Give In6911.
mate. Self-Esteem and Conatructin Pursuit. A challenging opportunity Chronic Fatigue Syndrome Support
Group meets the first and third Sun 01
is available lor someone with strong
every month Irom 4-5 pm in the Mercy
organizational, marketing and business
Hospital basement auditorium. 144 State
skills at the Cumbe~and County Jail. A
St, PorUand, For more inlormation, call
Jail Industries Developere is needed to
775-2219 or 625-8412.
create a first-ever project in Maine that
would recruit locat companies with ap- H.O.P.E. Self-Help Support Group.
with lacilitators meet weekly to help heal
propriate work that can be done by inthe emotional pain associated with
mates, The developer would sell the
chronic or serious diseases, injury, life,
concept and negotiate the agreement,
death and childhood issues. Group meets
then work with jail personnel and a subat Mercy Hospital,l44 StateSt, Portland,
committee. An additional person would
from 5 :30-7:30 pm; and at the Unity
act as the Ja~ Industries Manager, orgaChurch , 16 Columbia Rd, Portland, on
nizing the program within the jail, bringThursdays from 10 am-12 pm. There is
ing actual work projects from the busialso a support group lor the family and
nesses in for inmates to work on and
friends 01 the ill which meets every other
from which to earn money. For more
Thursday Irom 7-9 pm. For more inforinformation , contact the Center lor Volmation, call 1-8oo-339-HOPE.
untary Action at 874-1015.

OFF THE
CLOCK

HELP

Ingraham Volunteer. Help available by
phone 24 hours a day. Gall 774-HELP.
Injured Worke,.. Meeting for workers
having difticulty with workers' compo
system, 7;30 pm every Wed at Goodall
Hall next to Sanford Unitarian Church,
comer 01 Lebanon and Maine streets,
Sanford,
Maine'. Firat Brain Tumor Support
Group will meet every Thursday evening
at 7 p.m. at New England Rehabilitation
Hospital 01 Portland (NERH-Portland),
13 Charles St. This new group has been
designed by NERH-Portland and the
American Cancer Society to meet the
special needs of adults with brain tumors
and their families. Interested participants
should contact Rev. Wish prior to their
first meeting lor a briel preliminary interview. People are encouraged to join
any time by calling Wish at 775-4000,
ext. 542.
MS In Action, Greater Brunswick's multiple sclerosis support group, will hold its
monthly meeting on Jan 14,lrom7-9 pm,
in the caleteria 01 the Parkview Memorial
Hospital in Brunswick. Anyone in the
area who has any connection with MS,
MS'eror otherwise, is invited to join. For
more information , call Bill Owen at 7293611.
MS, A Medical Overview will be presented
by Dr. Richard Sullivan, neurologist, as
the first lecture in a Iree inlormational
series called "But You Look So Well .. ."
for persons who are minimally affected
or newly diagnosed with multiple sclerosis. The talk will be held on Jan 29 at 7
pm in the Dana Building , Maine Medical
Center, 22 Bramhall St, Portland. For
more information, call the Maine chapter
of the MS Society at 761 -5815 or 1-800322-5815.
The Path of Recovery Portland Sufi Order offers a series 01 small meetings
involving meditation based on the Sufi
teachings of Hazrat Inayat Khan and
sharing locused on bringing spirituality
into our lives. Meetings are modeled
alter 12-step groups and welcome anyone with a desire to recover from addictions or codependency. Meetings are
Tuesdays, 7:30-8 :30 pm at Woodfords
Congregational Church, 202 Woodfords
St, Portland. Open to the public. Donations are welcome. For more inlormation, call Jan at 878-2263, Robin at 7672315 or Eli at 774-1203.
Southern Maine Single. Social Group
for single, widowed, divorced or separated people over 35 meets Friday,
Saturday and Sunday evenings in variouslocations Irom Biddeford to Portland.
Call Linda at 934-1692, Roberta at 2849322 or Ruth at 892-4407.
Speciallntereat AA Meeting for people
living with AIDS meets weekly on
Tuesdays at 8 pm at the PWA Coalition ,
377 Cumbe~and Ave, Portland. Meeting
deSigned to provide a sale space in
which to discuss HIV issues, while living
positively sober. This meeting is open
only to those who have tested HIV/
Posi~ve or have been diagnosed with
AIDS . For more inlormation, call 8719211 .
WINGS, a non-profit organization dedi·
cated to providing support lor low-income single parents announces The
Kids' Place, providing day care lor children from infancy to eight years in South
Portland. Reasonable rates and nurturing environment. For more information,
call 767-2010. Also, weekly support
group helps set goals that lead to selfsufficiency and to lacililate discussion 01
problems single parents encounter.
Tuesdays, 7-9 pm at 139 Ocean St, S.
Portland and Thursdays, 7-9 pm at 11
Day St, Westbrook.

China
Town
Acting Little
FINEST CHINESE FOOD
Classes
Delivery

Center for
Performance
Studies

NESS

Adult Health Screening. Community
Health Services will sponsor screenings
for diabetes, anemia, colorectal cancer,
high blood pressure and cholesterol level.
Two or more tests per person are available, time permitting . Donation. The
screenings will be held at the following
times and places: Jan 14, 10 am-I pm,
Casco Town Hall; Jan IS, 12:30-2 :30
pm, Gray Congregational Church Hall;
Jan 16, 9:30-11 :30 am , Windham
Community Building; Jan 28 , 1-3 pm,
Scarborough Town Hall; Jan 30, 9:3011 :30 am, 5t. Anne's Church, Gorham.
For more inlormation, call n5-7231 , ext
551, or 1-800-643-4331.

Continued on page 22

call 775·2370

SINCE
1938

&

774-2776

FOUR
GENERATIONS

Classes begin
January 21

144 Cumberlan~ Ave.,

Porllan~

Closed Monday

NANCY MARGOLIS
GALLERY
367 FORE ST.
PORTLAND, ME 04101
207/775-3822 OPEN MON -SAT 10-6

Winter Sale 20%-50% off
regular prices,
January 11 to January 19,
Glass, ceramics, jewelry,
wood boxes and special
one-of-a-kind pieces,
All Sales Final.

as
winter en
Checks or cash only on sale items,

I

Tues.- Sat. 9-5;
Evenings byapIPointlnet:lt.1

Walk-Ins We:lcome!

743 Congreu St,· 773-6988
Booth Rentals Available

WELL

Available

For
Ordinary
People.
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Entertainment

Perk up your winter coats,
sweaters and suits.

I
I
I • Free Pick-up & Delivery. Same Day Service if dropped off I
I
Alterations • Reweaving· Shirt Service
,
I
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"Meditation in Motion"

KRIPALU YOGA
A gentle, healing practice
integrating body, mind & spirit

DON'T
MISS
OUT I
List your health·related
business or service in
the Wellness Directory

For only $20, you can put your business
or service in front of 45,000 readers.
Mail the form below, or call Sharon
Junken at Casco Bay Weekly, 775-6601.
Mastercard & VISA accepted.

J
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wellness directory
classes/workshops

nutrition

Actual
Size
counseling/therapy

Congress Street
Counseling
Jane Doe, M.A.
Personal, Professional

777·7777

Deadline
WEDNESDAY
JANUARY 16
healing & bodywork
STRESSED

oun my

1JEW'U11C MASSAGE

from a sensitive, experienced ,
caring therapist
John Doe
222·2222 • Yarmouth

Remember, the deadline for
this special ad section is
Wed., January 16,5:00 p.m.
Complete and mail with your ad to:

Wellness Directory
Casco Bay Weekly
551 A Congress St.
Portland, ME 04101

-----------------------------

Name:________________
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Zip: _ _ __
Daytime Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Payment: Check_ _ MC_ _VISA~__
Card No.:
Exp. Date_ _
Preferred Heading

WELL
NESS

Cholesterol Free Introductory sessions
of Eater's Choice Cholesterol Treatment
Program. at 3 and 7 pm. Jan 17. at the
Center for Health Promotion. 576 S1.
John St. Portland. Call 774-7751 to reserve a space or for roore information.
Daylong Medlt.tlon Retreat Learn to
"Meditate - for a Change' from the
Buddhist perspective with instruction.
discussion and quiet time in peaceful.
beautiful surroundings. Jan 26, from 9:30
am-4 pm. $25. Call 865-1677 to reserve
a space.
Exercise Progr.m for He.rt P.tients
USM Lifeline will begin its next session
of Heartline Cardiac Rehabilitation on
Jan 23. This program is designed for
individuals who have had either a heart
attack. coronary bypass surgery,
angioplasty. angina. or for anyone at risk
for heart disease. HearUineofferschoices
in walking. jogging, swimming or stationary cycling. Nursing supervision is
provided during exercise sessions.
Medical clearance is required. Class
times and locations vary. Call 78(}-4170
for more information.
F.... Iyeng.r Yoga CI.s Wifelhusband
team. Elaine and Francis McGillicuddy
w~1 offer classes at Portland Yoga Studio, 616 Congress St, to introduce newcomers to Iyengar Yoga. Winter sessions will begin on Jan 10. Portland
Yoga Studio is also introducing Gentle
Hatha Yoga for People with AIDS, to be
hetd at Woodford's Congregational
Church. on Wednesdays from 12:351:45 pm. through March 20. Cost for
those who can afford it is $1. For roore
information on either of the above. call
797-5684.
H. .lth.h.... Arcade .t Portl.nd Public Llb ....ry has computer programs,
Health Risk Appraisal and more to help
you leam about your heanh. Five Monument Square, PorUand. Call 871-1700
for hours.
Krlpalu Yog.lnnerlight's winter offerings
include regular sessions of Kripalu yoga
classes Jan 7-March 30, as well as
Kripalu yoga Saturday intensives and
individual yoga therapy sessions.
Innerlight is a celebration of empowerment and integration of body, mind and
spirit. Call Kim Chandler at 874-2341 for
further information.
Low Your Back USM Lifeline's nex!
session of Love Your Back is scheduled
to begin Jan 22 and run once a week lor
six weeks. This class is designed for
those who have a history of back problems. The program includes low-level
exercises and education, emphasizing
improvement in strength and flexibility,
and offering relaxation techniques for
stress management. Nso teaches proper
body mechanics and good exercise
habits. Medical clearance is required.
Classes run from 5-6 :15 pm at the USM
Portland gym, 96 Falmouth st. For roore
information , call 780-4170.
Pulmon.ry Reh.billt.tlon Offered
USM Lifeline w~1 begin its next session
of pulmonary rehabilitation on Jan 22.
This isa program of progressive exercise
and education. including respiratory hygiene, relaxation techniques. nutrition
and much roore. Nursing supervision is
provided during exercise sessions.
Classes will be held on Tue's and Thu·s.
from 11 :15 am-noon. at the Portland
campus gym, 96 Falmouth SI. For more
information, call 780-4170.
Quit Smoking USM Lifeline is offering an
eight-week session, group program to
help individuals quit smoking . Developed
by the American Lung Association.
Freedom From Smoking uses a positive
behavior change approach that teaches
how 10 become a nonsmoker. Special
attention Is given to deYeloping a quitting
strategy. dealing with recovery symptoms, oontrolling weight. and managing
stress through relaxation and
assertiveness techniques. Classes start
Jan 22. and wUI be held on the USM
PorUand. 96 Falmouth st. For more information, call 780-4170.
Sahaj. Yoga Meditation Weekly rooelings every Tuesday at 7 pm, starting Jan
IS, in the Faculty Lounge, Student
Center, USM, Bedford St. Portland. Introduction first and thirdTuesdayofeach
month. Always free of charge. For roore
information, call 767-4819.

Stretch .nd Rel.x Ongoing Yoga
Classes 8-week winter session through
Feb 27, with classes held on Wednesdays from 9-10:30 am. The fee for a
single class is $10. 119 Main St. Kennebunk. For more information, cali
Jeanelle Schmid Lahari at 499·7515.
Till Chi Ch'Ulln is an ancient Chinese
exercise form developed by Taoist
monks. It consists of slow. genlle
movements that imitate those of animals.
and is beneficial for all age groups to
promote body coordination. relaxation
and ftexibHity. T'ai Chi provides a mild to
moderate aerobic workoutand increases
cardiac efficiency. USM LifeHne is offering
Level 1 oourses at the following dates
and places: Jan 29-Apri116, from 6 :307:30 am. in the Multipurpose Room,
PorUand USM Gym. Falmouth St; Jan
3O-April 17. from 7:00-8 :00 pm. in the
Multipurpose Room. Portland USM Gym;
Jan 28-ApriI15. 7:3(}-8:3O pm. Williston
Wesl Church. 32 Thomas St. Portland.
Fees: 12-week sessions are $80. Registration deadline is Jan 23. Makechecks
payable to the University of Southern
Maine and mail to Lifeline. 96 Falmouth
St, Portland, ME 04103. or call 7004170.
Tal Chi Chuan is an ancient Chinese
Martial Arts system based on meditation
in movement. Excellent for health. relaxation , stress reduction and self -defense.
Classes for beginners through advanced
levels, including ongoing push-hands
class. For information and sign -up. call
Gene Golden at 772-9039.
T.i Chi Introductory classes begin Jan 15
in Kennebunk, at the Kennebunk Gymnastics Center, and in Portland. at
Williston West Church, 32 Thomas Sl
The Portland dass will be taught by
Larry Landau . The oost is $80 for a 10week course . Registration up till Jan 16.
Call the Yoga Center at 799-4449 for
more inlormation.
Yoga Help. Athletes Portland Yoga
Studio is offering this two-hour workshop
introducing athletes to a well-balanced
selection of yoga postures to rooet their
specific problems and needs. Jan 19.
from8:25-1 0:25am, at616 Congress SI.
Cost is $12. For more information. call
797-5684.

SPORT

Sports quotes
of the week
... Don't think for a second
that men are any less aware
of their physiques (body
shapes) than women are of
theirs. Vanity, thy name is
Charles Barkley. The Philadelphia 76er's superstar, 250pound forward blurted out
the advantage of playing
with 255-pound Rick
Mahom. "The bottom line is
people will see I don't have
the biggest butt in the league
anymore_"
...Hockey players may
have the greatest powers of
analogy when visualizing
line sports competition_Enjoy
this creative use of dog's best
friend. Luc Robitaille, Los
Angeles Kings left winger,
fantasizing about playing on
a line with Mario Lemieux of
the Pittsburgh Penguins: "A
fire hyd rant could score 40
goals with him."
...Collections for the tragic
Pete Incaviglia are being
accepted at my Casco Bay
Weekly office. Act now while
there is still time_ It's almost
too sad to put into words, but
I'll try_ The Texas Rangers
outfielder (Tragic Pete)
argued last week that
baseball players are not
overpaid. "People think we
make $3 million and S4
million a year. They don't
realize that most of us make
only $500,000 to $750,000."

W.llyball Join the Casco Bay Bicycle
Club every Thursday at6:3O pm. People
of all abilities are welcome. Pizza afterwards. For more information. contact
Walleyball Rand at 799-4013.
Winterfest Coed Volleyball Tournament USM Lifeline Will be offering its
annual tournaments - Intermediate and
Advanced divisions - on Jan 26, from
9:15arn-5 pmat the USM PonlandGym
(warm-ups start at 8:30). Registration
deadline is Jan 18. Call 78(}-4170 or
78(}-4574 for more information.

Annual Snob.1I Softb.1I Tournament
Enter your team in this March of Dimes
event. played with ftourescent orange
balls on snowy fields, Jan 19 & 20.
Men's. Women's and Co-ed divisions;
$125 entry fee supports the March of
Dimes Campaign for Healthier Babies.
Call 871-0660 for more information.
In Pursuit of Excellence: A Sports
Psychology Approach 10 Fitness USM
Lifeline is offering this oourse designed
to introduce students to the principles of
sport psychology. including goal-setting.
arousal control . imagery. control of
negative self-talk and attentional focusing . Classes run for 12 Thu evenings,
starting Jan 17. Registration deadline is
Jan 11. Call USM Lifeline at 78(}-4170
for more information and a brochure.
Senior Adult Water Exercise Program
The City of Portland is offering classes at
the Riverton Pool (1600 Forest Ave)
every Friday afternoon from 12:15-1 :15.
Transportation 10 and from the pool is
available (a van leaves the Currvnings Appal.chi.n Mount.ln Club Events:
Center, 134 Congress St. Portland. at
Introductory Ski Touring, Jan 19-20, will
11 :30 am and returns at2 pm). Costis75
teach beginners how to cross-country
cents. For more information, cal 874ski at this workshop at the Appalachian
8870.
Mountain Club's Pinkham Notch Camp.
Sug.rloafSpecl.1 Events:Jan 5-6. New
The oourse will introduce participants to
England Cup Snowboard Races. contact
the basics of cross-country skiing, inSki School, 237-2000, exV 6924: Jan 9·
cluding ski techniques, equipment.
11. Sugarioal Schuss Race for USSA
waxing. clothing. fitness and safety. The
Racers on Narrow Gauge, contact
workshop will begin at 9 am, Jan 19.
Sugarloaf Ski ClUb. 237-2457; Jan 12.
AMC is also ollering a Guided Hut-toFounderS' Night, from 6-S pm at the
Hut Trek, Jan 20-25. JW.C guides and
Sugarloaf Inn , contact 237-2457; Jan
naturalists will lead this week-long ad14-18, Rand Stowell Downhill Ski Race
venture to explore and enjoy the peace
for USA and Interna~onaJ Racers. to be
and beauty of ski and snowshoe travel.
held on Narrow Gauge Trail. contact
The journey begins at 9 am, Jan 20. with
237-2457. Sugarioafis located in Maine's
a snowshoe trek to Carler Notch. with its
Carrabassett Valley.
spectacular views of the Presidential
Underwater Hockey A fun , fast-paced,
Range. where the group will spend two
nights. The group will continue on skis to
three-dimensional game emphasizing
the remote Zealand Falls Hut for back
underwater body control, finesse and
country touring in the White Mountains.
teamwork, underwater hockey sharpens
basic diving skillS and provides an exParticipants must be in excellent physicellent aerobic workout. Learn more
cal condition and have appropriate
clothing for winter conditions in the
about the sport on Jan 13. from 6-9 pm.
at the YWCA, 87 Spring St. Portland.
mountains. For reservations and inforYou should bring a swimsuit. mask, fins.
mation about either of the above. call or
write Workshop Secretary . Appalachian
snorkel and an old dive or garden glove.
Mountain Club, PO Box 298. Gorham.
For more information, contact Aaron Park
at 773-4888.
NH 03851. or (603) 466-2727.

OUT

SIDE

M.lne Outdoor Adventure Club
(MOAC) offers the following upcoming
trips: Jan 12, telemarkand back country
skiing in Raymond with free instruction
available (no-snow date is Jan 19),6554645 or 443-3623; Jan 20, cross-country
skiing in Greater Por~and area (near
Back Cove Shop 'n Save). 9 am. call
774-3032; Feb 2. second annual MOAC
Winteriest at Camp Ketcha (volunteers
needed) . 839 -49t9; Feb 16- t8. snow
cave building outing. 773-0476: spontaneous day hikes during the week. 8835984. People interested in ice climbing
this winter should call Carey at 7729831.
Maine Women Outdoors offers Winter
Camping, Skiing & Skating from Feb 910. If you'd like to be a trip leader, have
a camp to lend for a fan orwinterweekend
trip, or have any questions about MWO
at all. call 547-3919.
Nature Center. Wells National Estuarine
Research Reserve welcomes visitors to
its exhibits. open Tue-Fri from 10 am-3
pm: parking lot and trails open Mon-Fri.
8am-4 pm, through April 30. Free. Tours
may be arranged. Laudholm Road, Wells.
646-1555. 646-452t .
Outdoor Clinics .t L.L. Bean include
Exploring the Mysteries of China and
Everesl. Jan 11 from 7:30-9 pm: Black
Coffee and Bannock: An Evening with
Maine Guides. Jan 18 from 7 :30-9 pm:
and Caving the Spectacular Carlsbad
Caverns. Jan 25 from 7:3(}-9 pm. These
clinics will be held at the L.L. Bean Casco
Street Conference Center on Casco
Street, Freeport. 1r2. a mile south of the
L.L. Bean retail store. (Signs will be
posted .) As part of its winter camping
series. L.L. Bean wiil also offer
Onionization: Layer System of Clothing.
Jan 16 from 7 :30-8:30 pm: On Trail Reality: OVerview of a Day. Jan 23 from
7:30-8 :30 pm; and Ten ling Oul: Cooking
Supper to Sleep Soundly. Jan 30 from
7:30-8 :30 pm. These clinics will be held
altheL.L. Bean retail store on Route 1 in
Freeport. For further information on these
and other workshops and clinics. call
865·4761 . ext. 7800 ,or 1-800-341 -4341,
ext. 7800 .
Outdoor Hotline Call774-1118 fora listing of bicycling. hiking . cross oountry
skiing, canoeing and other outdoor activities sponsored by the Maine Ouldoor
Adventure Club and the Casco Bay Bicycle Club.
Winter Ecology W.lke will be offered for
groups of all ages by Maine Audubon
Society through March 29. The walks
are conducted at the oo-acre Gilsland
Farm sanctuary. 118 U.S. Route 1.
Falmouth. School groups. scout troops.
neighborhood groups, senior citizens and
others are invited to make reservations
for the 199f season. Each 1-112 hour
walk introduces participants to the many
ways plant and animals prepare for
winter. Participants look for animal signs,
tracks and homes. and learn about the
properties of snow and other forms of
natural insulation. The outdoor tour is
fonowed by indoor activities that reinforce
concepts presented during the walk. Fee
is $3 per person , With a minimum of $15
per group. Reservations must be made
in advance by calling Carol LeMere at
Maine Audubon Society . 781-2330.

FOR

KIDS
Child ...n's Resource Center Offers
Art Fun sessions for 3 - to 5-year-oldson
Tuesdays. Wednesdays and Thursdays.
Sessions focus on a creative activity and
cOSI $1 per child. Children must be accompanied by an adult and reservations
are necessary. Activities for 6- to 12year-olds are also scheduled. Cost varies according to activity. Thompson 's
Point, Building lA. 741 Stevens Ave,
Porland. Call 773-3045 for more information .

A Fun Event for the Big Sister or Big
Brother To Be Childbirth Education
Assn. of Greater Por~and is sponsoring
a two-hour activities session to help
prepare children for the arrival of a new
baby. The session is designed for 3- 112year-olds through 10-year-olds. and
children are asked to bring a newborn
tee shirt with them so they can create a
giftfortheir baby. ActiliitiesinciudemoYle,
stories. coloring books. articles for parentsandbirthdaycake for children. Class
held from 3-5 pm Jan 13. $10 per child.
Call 781-2694 to register . The dass will
be held in the first ftoor conference room
at the Brighton Medical Center. 335
Brighton Ave. Portland.
Fresh P.lnt continues to offer rolling admissions to its art pre-school on Mondays
and Tuesdays from 8:45-11 :15am. Prearranged extended day care is also
available. Fresh Paint isa state -ficensed.
day-care facility. It is located at One Blue
Heron Drive. Brunswick. For more information, call 725-4983.
Friday Free Movies offered by S. Ponland Public Library from 3 .3(}-4 :3O pm.
All ages welcome. (No movies during
school vacations or snow days.) 482
Broadway. S. Portland. 775-1835.
The Portland Public Library's
Children's Room Schedule for the week
of Jan 14 is as follows: Jan 14, 10:30am.
Preschool Story Time (3-to 5-year-olds) ;
Jan 16. 9:30 am. Finger Fun for Babies;
Jan 16. 10:30 am. Preschool Story Time
(3 - to 5-year-olds); Jan 18. 10:30 am.
TalesforTwos ;JanI9,10:3Oam.Movies
(children of all ages). All programs are
free and open to the public . Five Monument Square, Portland. For more infor·
mation. call 871 -1700.
Portland Symphony Orchestra will
perform Music for Kings .nd
Queens, youth concerts for students in
grades 3-6, on Jan 14 and 15, at 9 :30
and 11 am, at Portland City Hall Auditorium. 30 Myrtle st. Tickets are $2 for
students and adults. For reservations,
write to Emily Taylor, 14 Lawn Ave.
Cumberland Center. ME 04021. Reservations cannot be made by phone.
PSA Art CI...... The Portland School of
Art Continuing Studies Department offers
Saturday classes for high school and
junior high school students in photography. painting. jewelry and metalsmithing.
drawing. book design. graphic design.
printmaking. sculpture and ceramics.
Classes run for 10 weeks from Feb 23May 4 and cost $135 tuition plus fees.
Callorwrite the Portland School of Art for
a brochure at 775·3052. 97 Spring St.
Por~and 04101.
Riverton Br.nch Library offers the following programs for children : Wednesdays - Tales for Twos, 10 :30 am;
Thursdays - Afterschool Films. all ages,
3:30 pm; Fridays - Finger Fun for Babies.
9:30-9 :45 am; Preschool Story Time (3to 5-year-olds). 10:30 am. Library hours:
Wednesdays , 9 am-6 pm; Thursdays.
12-8 pm; Fridays . 9 am-12 pm. 1600
Forest Ave . For further information, call
797-2915.
Schol.rships to Interlochen Arts
C.mp Through a grant provided by SI.
Louis-based Emerson Electric Co., high
school students are eligible to apply for
aGovernor's Scholar Award to the worldfamous Interlochen Arts Camp in northern Michigan. The Governor's Award is
a $2.790 scholarship, which provides full
tuition. room and board for the eight·
week summer program. Applicants must
be in grades 9-12 and be proficient on
violin. viola. cello. bass. wind or percussion instruments and harp. They must
submit a taped solo performance with
their app".;ation. One student from each
state. the District of Columbia and pueno
Rico will receive one of 52 Governor's
Scholar Awards. Winners will be determined solely on merit. Applications must
be postmarked by Jan 21. 1991 , and
winners will be announced by March 1.
1991. For roore information, or to obtain
an application, write the Governor's
Scholar Program. Interlochen ArtsC""""
P.O. Box 199, Interlochen, MI, 496430199. or call (616) 276-9221 .
Young People's Center for the Performing Arts A unique ballet-plustheatre experience for children. Ballet
for ages 7-16, pre-ballet for ages 4-6.
Second semester worflshops : musical
comedy, scenic design, lighting. coslume
design and jazz dance. For more information or to register. call Barbara
Goelman at 766-2857.

ETC
B.rg.in Symphony Ticket. The Portland Symphony Orchestra is offering 50percent discount tickets to students. Fulltimestudentscan purchase tickets to the
three remaining Classical Seriesconcerts
for $5-$1 0.50 per concert. or $16 -$34 for
all : to the two remaining Pop Series
concerts lor $6-$13 per concert. or $9$21 for both; and to the three remaining
Candlelight Series concerts for $8.50
per concert. or $21 for all. Groups of 10
or more senior citizens can receive a 15
percent discount for series ooncerts.
Portland City Hall Auditorium is located
at 30 Myrtle SI. For more infomation. call
773-819\.
Church Chowder Luncheons The South
Freeport Church is bringing back its Fish
Chowder buffet lunches. starting Jan 11.
from 11 :30 am-l pm. All you can eat for
$4.50 per person. The church is located
at Freeport Road . S. Freeport. For more
information. call 865-3659.
The Enriched Golden Age Club invites
men and women 60 and over to luncheons and programs as follows : Jan
16. Ira Wine's slide show on China: Jan
23. Beau and Wave - music program;
Jan 30. Long-Term Care program with
speaker Fran Hapgood. 297 Cumberland
Ave. Portland. Reservations must be
made in advance by calling the Salvation
Army at 774-6974.
The First Annual Maine Bridal Show
will be presented on Jan 13. from 11 am5:30pm. atthe Cumberland County Civic
Centerin Portland. In addition to wedding
supplies and services. couples can also
get professional help with wedding
problems from a wedding etiquette expert. leam about weight oontrol, see a
variety of china patterns and register for
show prizes. Admission is $2 per person
althe door and $1 per person in advance
from participating exhibitors. Fiftypercent
of the ticket proceeds will benefit Project
Graduation. For more information, call
or write to Event Bridal Magazine, P.O.
Box 82 DTS. Portland. ME 04112. or
627·4817.
Goodwill Need. Oonlltion. Goodwill is
launching a donation drive to replenish
the stock at itsretail outlets. Clothing and
household items shou Id be clean and
free of major defects. Items may be
dropped off at boxes in the community.
They can also be brought to the store at
353 Cumberland Ave, or to attended
donation centers at Northgate Shopping
Center and Milcreek Shopping Center in
S. Portland. where receipts lor donations
will be provided. For more information.
or to make arrangements for pick-up of
larger items. call 761 -8452.
Jewish Community Center Winter
Programs Regislration begins Jan 13.
from 9 am-12 noon. at the Center. 57
Ashmont S1. Registration oontinues (in
person or by mail) throughout the week
ofJan31. Classes begin Jan 20. (Center
merrbership allows substantial discounts
on programs. includinq Center Day
Camp .) Fora free winter program guide,
or for further information on beooming a
Center member. call 772-1959.
Laser Light Shows The planetarium
continues to present a choice of three
laser light evening shows for the general
public on Fri and Sat eves at 7 and 8 :30
pm. It is also conlinuing its midweek.
hour-long programs. 'After School
Thursdays' at 3 :30 pm, at the special
price of $2.50/show. Telescope viewing
of sunspols follows the show For information about all planetarium shows including special Sunday presentations.
call 780-4249. 24 hrs/day. Also good to
know : Sky Watch Hot line. 780-4719.
features a new message every week
about what's going on in the heavens.
USM. 96 Falmouth St. Portland.
Oddly Altern.tive offers time·saving
services for any odd jobs. Call 781-5013
for more information.
The Portl.nd Folk Club meets every first
and thirdTue of every month at7:3O p.m.
in the Swedenborgian Church. 302
Stevens Ave, Portland. Pickers and
players of every description are en couraged to attend, as well as storytellers and people who just want to listen. A
donation of $1 appreciated . For more
information. call 773 -9549 .
SocI.1 Group: If you are single. 35-55.
and would like to socialize with those
who are involved in activities such as
sight-seeing. camping. bowling. dancing.
trips. etc .• call 856-1174. from 5-6 pm
only.
Y.rd Sale The Jewish Community Center
is holding its Biggest Little Yard Sale.
and asking for donated items (clean and
in working order) . The JCC is now accepting toys. smail appliances,
housewares. sporting goods. books,
fumiture andchildren's clothing (noadull
clothes). The deadline for donations is
Jan 18. Call 772-1959 for information or
assistance .
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A Mexican Restaurant
&
Watering Hole
Union Station Plaza

fabulous Food •

Welcome to
Casco Bay Weekly.
These new and returning
advertisers help support us
in our endeavor to provide
you with an alternative to
the daily news.

Bangor Theological Seminary,
Bangor
Classical Rags, Old Port, Portland
Portland Photographics, Portland
The Wrong Bros. Pub
At Port Billiards, Portland
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personals
dating services
body & soul
roommates
apts/rent
houses/rent
offices/rent
real estate
studio/rent
theater arts
photography
learning
music lessons

wanted
employment
biz services
business opps
stuff for sale
garage sale
boats
wheels
bulletin board
childcare
animals
lost & found

line ad deadline: noon monday. display ad deadline: 5 p.m. friday. use the coupon or call 775-6601.
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5 ft. 11 inches, 170, attractive
professional man wants to treat his
lady like a queen. The Oueen: Tall,
bright, caring, full-chested, likes
dancing, travel, children. Don·t
dream about happiness: make it
happen. CBW Box 501, 'B' 5023.
Caring, communicative SF, 41 , seeks
sensitive energetic NS SlDWM nature and animal lover to share outdoor and indoor adventures. Am enthusiastic, left of center politically,
love x-c skiing, hiking canoeing.
CBWBox 503.
Creative couple seeks imaginative,
voluptuous & energetic BiF for
playtime . CBW Box 506.
DWM, 34, medical professional, interested in friendship and possible
commitment with honest, open, artisic and sensual non-smoking SlDF,
25-35, With similar interests: sailing,
scuba, hiking, biking, XC skiing ,
theater, painting, poetry, music (jazz,
classical , rock) cooking, sunrises,
sunsets, bubblebaths, massages
and intelligent discussions. Photo
appreciated, discretion assured.
CBW Box 495 .
DWM, professional, 42, believes a
woman should be catered to. Her
wants and needs corne fisrt- mine
second. Will gladly succumb to your
whims. desires. Age 35-55. CBW
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BOX 507, Phone Call #5026
ff you are a pleasant, pretty female
age 26-33, and would like to meet an
intelligent, considerate, attractive
man who would like to get married
and have children, then write CBW
Box 432.

Is '91" the year for a lesbian sag. to
enter your life? It's a small world. We
could already know each other. Are
you 35+, willing to take a risk to find
out who I am. I am ready to know
you . Write and I'll answer. CBW Box
502, 'B' 5022.
Lers chase away the winter blahs 11
Independent SF, mid 20's, looking for
intelligent,spontaneous male friends
to make snow angels and drink hot
chocolate, embark on January beach
expeditions and help me deny the
realities of winter in Maine. Sound
like fun? CBW Box 499, 'B' 5005.

Married couple looking for same or
males to share exciting and fun
times and do things we dreamed
aboul. To explore new things and
bring the new year in. P.O. Box 295
Portland, ME 04112. 'B' 5024.
Nothing is more important than love.
SM 28 seeks petite lady 22-32 for infinite, loving. caring relationship. Enrolled
in
a
two-year
insurance/paralegal
program
in
Portland college. Volunteer Big
Brother/Big Sister program since
1983. Haven't had the time to meet
the right woman ... Until now. CBW
Box 505.

PERSONAL
OFTHE WEEK
Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinema!
Let's chase away the winter blahs!! Independent SF,
mid 20's. looking for intelligent, spontaneous male
friends to make snow angels and drink hot
chocolate, embark on January beach expeditions
and help me deny the realities of winter in Maine.
Sound like fun?
CBW Box 499. ts' 5005.

.... ~
It's quick, it's easy,
and it's only a phone call away"""

JPJER§ONAJL CAJLL®
Dial 1-900~370-2041 24 hours a day 99¢/min
Now that the holidays are over. I'm a
DWM 40, looking for that speCial 0SWF to keep the holiday spirit alive
all year long . CBW Box 504 'B'
5025.
SWM seeking SWF who enjoys
wearing nylons, heels, tight skirts,
dresses, 20-40, 5'3"-5'7", 100-145
Ibs, must like to enjoy yourself and
have fun . P.O. Box 15324, Portland,
ME 04101 .
Tall, handsome, SWM, looking to
meet a dark haired, dark featured
pretty, SWF, age 26-32. Height 5 II. 4
in. to 5 ft. 8 in. for a committed
relationship. I am a thoughtful,
generous, intelligent man, who likes
the beach, movies, sports, reading,
children and animals. CBW Box 456,
'B' 5004.

Uncommon single businessman , 41,
6 ft. 1 in ., 185 Ibs, warm , sensitive,
honest, introspective, successful,
seeks physically and emotionally fit
Portland area woman , 28-41 ,
capable of committment. Your
children are welcome. Photo appreciated. P.O. Box 6090, Falmouth,
ME 04105.
Well, the holidays have come and
gone, but there's still plenty of cold
weather ahead. If you're a woman
ages 25-37 and you like oversized
sweatshirts, warm fires and witty
conversation, this DWM professional
would like to hear from you. CBW
Box 500, 'B' 5006.
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ComOueSI has found new
fnends and partn ers for
thousands 01gay men. lei
us find someone speci al for
you l Call IoU free for details
on our affordable computer
malchlOg seN ices.

CALL NOW! 1-800-633-6969

active interesting men who haven't
ha.d time to meet the right woman ...
so they've come to Compatibles.
If you're a single woman who hasn't
met the right man, p erhaps he's
waiting for you here.

883-1066 - Portland
783·1500 - Lewiston
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Compatibles
'The Dating Service That Cares'

DANCE THERAPY - Pleasurable
and spontaneous movement experiences which combine Authentic
Movement and a variety of Expressive Therapy techniques to regain
bodily feeling and creative energies.
Groups beginning mid-January. Call
for information 871-8274. Caroline
Loupe, M.A. Registered Dance
Therapist.
JOURNAL WORKSHOP with Alfred
Depew. Mondays. 6:30-8:30 pm.
Jan. 21-Feb. 25. For beginners &
those who want to deepen & expand
their lournals. We will explore
dreams, work, spirituality, childhood,
archetypes, problem solving. Six
sessions. $100. To register, call 7753708.
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forwarded before
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HOT TALKING PERSONALS!

SHIATSU CLASSES - Experience
the Japanese interpretation of
acupuncture. 8 week course combining Self-Shiatsu with Yoga. Learn to
read your own body, organ by organ.
10 week Intermediate course for
those who want to give a basic
shiatsu massage to another. Saturday classes begin Feb. 12th.
WORKSHOPS for Sinus/Headache
Conditions, PMS, Proverbial Aches
and Pains begin Feb. 23. For more
information or individual TREATMENT call Ann Foster Tabbul\,
SHIATSU PRACTIONER - AOBTA,
799-9258. OIde Stroudwater Grange.
1711 Congress Street Portland.

rates and fine print

RESPONDING TO A CASCO BAY WEEKLY PERSONAL AD
WITH PlERSONAlL CAlLlL® SERVICE:

response.)
The cost for using PERSONAL CALL® to respond to Casco Bay Weekly Personal ads is only 99
cents per minute and will appear on your telephone bill under "Prsnlcall"
Having Problems? Please be sure that you are using a touch-tone phone that is on tone, not pulse.
If you have any questions or feedback about PERSONAL CALL®, just call us at 775-6601. We like

Ml/ work i:-,
n;lIl crcd ill
/1111.'1 ill II
1'''.I{cllC ,I"SY
nl/d foclIsed
Oil

• Evening Hours available
• Appointments within 48 hours
• Insurance reimburable

.

772-8400

Individual

"",-tH riIlS

I/Ol/r 1I1lll/mi

wisdom.

& groups

17 South Street

799-4927

Portland, Maine

Creativity Group
Expand your creativity and the part creativity plays in your life. Eight week
group be~g Thursday, January 10 will support you in increasing clarity,
balance, confidence, purpose. and success in the realm of creativity. Led by
Sheila O'Connell, LCSW, and Mark Nakell, M.A.
773-4413 for further information.

Psychotherapy Center of Maine
SarahJ. Bulley, LCSW
Phychotherapist
• Life Trlmsitioll • Gllided RL-Pllnlltillg
• Self Esteem/Empowerment
Insurance Reimbursable

871-9256

COUNSELOR

Donna Godfrey, M.Ed
Assistance in recognizing destructive pauerns in your life,
overcoming fear and living life joyfully.
781-4842

Roommates
classifleds.
,

responses .
Once you've recorded your message, you can call the same FREE 800 number as often as you like,
24 hours a day, to listen to your responses for up to three weeks after your ad appears in the paper.

you're reading!
You can immediately respond to an ad by calling 1-900-370-2041.
When the system answers, follow the easy instructions.
Enter the four digit number of the ad that interests you. You will then hear that person's one-minute
voice greeting, and you can leave your response. And, you can enter another box number, and
another and another .. . (If the advertiser's voice greeting is not yet on line, you can still leave your

Marriage, Individual and
Family Counseling

Falmouth

S2/min. More info: 30S-56S-4455 Ext. 5713

or address.
When you call the 800 number and enter your PERSONAL CALL ® number and your private
security code, the system will immediately tell you how many new responses you have. From
there, just follow the easy prompts. You'll press 1 to record your greeting or press 2 to hear your

ads that interest you.
The small telephone symbol- 11 - next to the four digit number tells you the person has PERSONAL CALL® service. With PERSONAL CALL~ you don't have to listen to one message after
another until you find someone you'd like to meet, (unless you choose to). These messages remain
on line for three weeks after the ad appears in Casco Bay Weekly, so check the date of the paper

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE. Ease
tension and relieve stress through
the benefits of massage. Nourish
your health and well-being . Gift Certificates available. Pam Richards .
C.M.T. 775-6636.

The Portland Center
for Counseling and
Family Therapy

1·900·646·4646
Liatan to thousands of Volea Adli recorded
by SEX,. Man & Women who want to
meat YOU - CALL US NOWI It'. f.., - a ..y
and Includa. Volcemail for axtrll privacy.

~on.

KilthJecn
(M cKuil i)
I.ukc, M .A

dati ng services

PERSONAL CALL ® is a FREE ~rvice for Casco Bay Weekly advertisers!
Ask for PERSONAL CALL® service when you place your Casco Bay Weekly personal ad.
Then, you'll receive your own PERSONAL CALL® number and security code, so you can call a
FRElE 800 number to record your one-minute greeting message. Be creative! You can change your
message as often as you like to satisfy the whim of the moment.
We do suggest that you leave your first name and ask the people responding to leave their
telephone numbers and best times for you to call. Do not leave your last name, telephone number

Suffering through the end of a
relationship/marriage? This 10-week
group for men and women will address issues about relationships,
loss, feeling, re-definition, moving
on. Group meets every week for 2
hours
beginning
in
January.
$251week and $8 for workbook. Call
Carrie Peterson, M.A., M.S. at 7739625 for infonmation and/or registra-

Thcrnpy
for Womcn

TO TALK?? I am a
metaphysical practitioner, well versed in Vipassana meditation Jungian concepts, astrology, A Co~rse in
Miracles,
mythology,
Buddhist
thought, ACoA. Reasonable rates.
Ed Chanin, 883-9255.

~ you have pa::ed al ad in the Casco Bay ~ perscnas, your ad is
autorraticalty entered n the PERSONAL OFlHE WEEK contest We_looking
for ads that are creative, witty ald fl.n. WrYleIS wiI receive their tickets in the mail.

Using PERSONAL CALL~ to answ~,r Casco Bay Weekly personal ads is fast and fun!
Relax in your favorite chair, browse through the Casco Bay Weekly personal column and circle the

NEW MEN'S GROUPS FORMING
FOR 1991- Issues addressed will include male roles at home & at work,
fear of intimacy, making & sustaining
commitments, stuck feelings & lack
of joy & play, Those of you who find
that these issues are a concern are
welcome, whether or not you've had
previous group experience. Two
groups scheduled: TUESDAY, 911AM: TUESDAY, 7-9PM. Eight men
limit each group. $751month. Led by
Rick Lynch, psychotherapist in
private practice in Portland, who
studied with Robert Bly & James
Hillman in California. Call 874-0681
for more information or an intial interview.

r---------------~ NEED

You see, we're no t just another
elating service. We're Compatibl es .
Call Today/or a Personal Interview

ASTROLOGY READINGS- Insightful, down-to earth synthesis of your
birth chart. Also, written analyses for
children. Excellent gifts- a wonderful
way to make a loving gesture to
yourself!! Ed Chanin, 883-9255.

Looking for a
place to hang
your hat?

HOW TO USE PlERSON AlL CAlLlL®

to hear from you.

.

;
.~.~

l

I
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18 yrs old

The best ones are at Compatibles ...

•
,

.

IN YOUR AREA!
1-900-860-3377

$3/mln"

,

personals

REAL GIRLS
Meet girls in your area
who would like to meet
someone like you
tonight!!! !

Where Are The

2S

body & soul

dating services
LlVE-ONE-ON-ONE!
1-900-8200202. When you want a friend to talk
to, iI's the only number you'll ever
need. $2.50 per minute, must be 18.

iI.~

for display classified (border ad) rates call CBW at 775-6601

RATES
All charges are per week.

~g~---------------------------------------------

Up to 30 words
$ 9.00
11,00
31-45 words
46-60 words
15.00
Each additional word
after 60
.15

Name _____________________________
Category - - - - -

DEADLINES

.....

-. . . .

line ads: Monday noon. Display ads: Friday 5 p.m.

Address

Total Number of Words _______

POLICY

City, Zip

Basic Rate _ _ _ __

CBW will not print ads that seek to buy or sell sexual services for money or
goods, or ads with purely sexual content. CBW will not print full names,
street addresses, or phone numbers in the PERSON TO PfRSON section.
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers must either provide a Post Office Box
number in their ad or use the CBW Box Service. All information concerning
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers is kept strictly confidential. CBW reserves
the right to catagorize, reI use or edit ads due to inappropriate content, etc.

WHAT IS A WORD?
Aword is considered aword when it has aspace on both sides. Aphone
number is one won!. Punctuation is free.
ERRORS
~BW shall n~t be liable for any typographical errOrl, omissions, or changes
In the ad which do no allect the value or content of the ad or substantially
change the meaning,
REFUNDS
Class~ied ads are non·refundable. Credit will be issued when aviable error
has been determined,

Phone (days)' _ _ _ _ _ (eves) _ _ _ _ + Extra Words at _C Each _ _ _ __
WOWI I WOULD like more information about the Casco
Bay weeklr & Maine Times One-Stop Shopping Special.
Please cal
to give me advertlsi ng
rates so that I can reach 100,000 readers this weeki
Complete payment must accompany
all advertising. NO REFUNDS. There is
a $10 charge for all returned checks.

CBW Box $5.00/wk _ _ _ __
No
Personal Call~ __-'"C::.:,ha:::,r.:a;ge:..-_
Check One resO noD
COST PER WEEK _ _ _ __
Multiply cost by number
of weeks ad will run _ _ _ _ __

TOTAL DUE
Bring or mail ads with payment to:
Casco Bay Weekly
Please call me with
Classified Dept.
One-Stop Shopping Info 0
551 A Congress Street
Portland, ME 04101
Mon 9-7; Tues-Fri 9-5;
o Check or Money Order enclosed
0 VISA
0 MasterCard
Sat 12-3
Card It ______________________ Exp. date ______
Dr call 775-6601
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apts/rent

,

by Lynda Barry
'IHA1S WI-I'( I WONDER IF \'1$ TRVE
LOVE. FouR liMES WE TRIED TO GET

LOOK AT DOUG AND DOUG LooKS AT
ME FOR. ONE SECOND IN T\-IE HALL AND
T\-I EN WE KEEP WALkiNG . ONE '(EAR
AG O \-\E WAS MY BOYFRIEND. You
",I NK J COULD FoRGET HIM BY NOW.

BACK TO(,Elf\ER ~EN \-IE WOVLD GET
COL.D B LOO DE D OR I WOVl.D GET Co LO
Bl.OOHO THEN T\-\AT fHLING LIKE

AN ICE MACI-IIl-IE GoiNG CR.A1.Y IN
'(OVR C\-IEST. \ TRIED HATING \-11M.
I ALREAO'( TRIE 0 TrlAT. ESii::::::::S:::~~

offices/rent

Back Bay Towers Area - 4 minute
walk to Monument Square. Cozy,
renovated 1 bedroom, wlw, porch
and parking. 3751mo + uti!. Pets accepted. 774-6363.

OFFICE SPACE - Bright, attractive,
sunny, economical 1 1/2 room, first
floor office. $260 per month.
Woodfords Comer, Portland. EASY
PARKING. 773-5573.

Deering Avenue - USM Area, large
sunny rooms, hard wood floors, ~o
bedroom, dining room with china
closet, WID hook up. $550 a month
plus utilities. Call 879-0202 after
5:00.
FREEPORT MlF wanted to share
small country house. Public radio listeners preferred. $235 + 112 utilities.
WID. Oil heat. 865-9637.

THERAPISTS
AND
BODYWORKERS: Lovely therapy
room available for individual and
group work in prime Portland location. Also available, fully set up, attractive treatment room, Interoffice
referrals possible. Daily, monthly and
hourly rates. Please call Jeremy at
775-5020.

For Rent - Rooms from $40-$70
weekly.
Includes
all
accommodations. For more info, call 9341254.
Large efficiency, North Deering Area,
sunny, spacious with a yard a~d
parking available. Located In qUiet
neighborhood, five minutes to
downtown Portland. $390. + utilities.
774-5511 or 774-1637.
MUNJOY HILL- Two bedroom, third
floor, remodeled, sunny, good views,
gas heat, porch, $440.lmonth, plus
utilities. Call Oliver, 772-4739.

I DID A C.I-IEC.~ LIST Of \lOW EV~(l.'( PART
OF 1-\ 1M SUCKS. JUST ' THE O?POSIT't
O F LOVE WI-IERE TI-\£ CHECKLIST SAYS
HE'S PE\<.fEC.T AND il-iANK You GOD FoR
BR.INGIN(7 HIM TO ME . IF I COVLI) ONLY
5 EE \-11M NORMAL BUT \-\ E NeVE R...
LoOKEI) NoRMAL TO ME, HIS NAM't
ALWA'{S LOOKED l\K'C IT WAS SPHLl:D
IN CAPITALS.

DID you EVER. KNOW SOMEBoDY LIKE
THAT? \"-\t.R.~~ TI-IE lEST. WRITE
THEIR NAME ·, _---- ____________ _

PORTLAND, spacious' 2 bedroom in
former church . $55O/month, hot
water included. Call 773-3434.

AND WHEN '(ou WROTE \\, DID YOVR

Portland Intown - Danforth and High
st. Modest 1 bedroom with lots of
light, nice view of downtown, on-site
Iaundrey. Only 360/mo. Heat and hot
water included. 774-6363.

STOMAC.I-I TUM?? OR-COULl) You
EVEN

SiANO TO wRITE 1'T?Rf;~

WEST SIDE- Heated, off-street parking, owner occupied building. 2
levels. 1st level- eat-in kitchen,
pumpkin pine floor & pine cabinets
and Iivingroom. 2nd level- bedroom
& bath. Shutters on windows. 7704892 days, 874-0335 evenings.

bulletin board
BATH ANTIQUES SHOW - 70
dealers, January 13, 10am-3pm.
Bath Junior High School, off Congress Ave. ,Bath, ME. Admission
$2.00.
With
ad,
$1.50.
PT
PROMOTIONS, INC.

learning
Fiction writing and narritive non-fiction workshop with Dianne Benedict.
Beginners welcome. Constructive
and supportive writing environment.
Convenient Portland location. Every
other Sunday afternoon, beginning
January 20. Fee:$95. 729-8953.
POTIERY CLASSES Studio 132,
Portland- Beginning and advanced
lessons. Throwing and handbuilding.
Children and adults.Studio space,
kiln + equipment rental. Come join
the fun! 772-4334.

To respond to a
PERSONAL CALL •

WOOD FORDSTwo
bedroom
apartment, large kitchen, sun-deck,
off street parking, washer/dryer.
HEAT INCLUDED!I $625/month +
utilities. 772-0561, leave message.

ad, call
1-900-370-2041
24 hours a day.

ARTISTS' STUDIOS

roommates
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Semi-vegetarian
Apartment to share: Quiet . single HOUSEMATEstraight 43 yr. old female omnivorous woman seeking same to share
artist seeks compatable MlF to share warm , spacious two bedroom West
first floor 2 bedroom S. Portland Apt. End apartment. $300/month plus 1/2
Parking ,
washer,
nice
yard. utilities. Large yard and garden pos$225/month plus 1/2 utilities. No sibilities. Please call 879-7019.
drugs, dogs or heavy boozer's. Call MlF Responsible roommate wanted
799-0180.
to share 3 bedroom apartment with 2
Bright comfortable apartment, small males . Nice view. Available January
building
on
quiet
street
In 1st. $166.00 plus 1/3 utilities. Call
Rosemont/Deering. Convenient to Scott, 871-0126.
everything, furnished but room for MlF non-smoker wanted to share 3
your personal touches. WID, off bedroom
apt.
Deering
area.
street parking for storms. Comes Hardwood floors, large yard, p ar~in g,
with considerate roommate and wId, 2 cats. $225 plus 1/3 utilities.
friendly cat. Must be non-smoker, Call 761-2569.
prefer chem-free. $350 plus heat. MlF non-smoking roommate lor 2
Call 761-3855 anytime.
bedroom on Morning Street with
CUMBERLANDProfessional, back porch water view. Apartment
responsible,
non-smoking,
MlF has lots of windoWS, hardwood
needed to share four bedroom floors, and resident feline. Available
house. Laundry room, deck, large Feb.l. $300 heated. 773-5282.
yard and more. $2501month +
MlF roomate wanted - large bedutilities. Dana, 829-4124.
room, walk-in closets, wall-to-wall
Discreet GM seeking responsible carpet, lots of storage, parkin ~ , low
roommate to share spacious east utilities, cats ok. Outer Washington
end 2 bedroom apartment. Prefer Avenue. Call 797-0779.
female, will consider male who will
pull his own weight. $242.50 In- MlF wanted to share 3 bedroom
in
quiet
Deering
cludes heat. Sorry, I smoke. 761- apartment
neighborhood. $208.5O/month In4091.
cludes heat Call 761-2141 . Move In
Falmouth St. F N/S to share warm immediately.
1st floor apt. offstreet parking,
LARGE bedroom, $2951mo includes Male needs roommate. I have two
EVERYTHING, good neighbors, old bedroom apartment fully fu rn ished.
building. 775-4372 (leave message). Heat is included, off-street prking,
wId . So Windham area, 15 m·n. from
Available immediately.
Portland. $2951mo. 892-712 2.
GF seeks N/S female housemate to
share comfortable, sunny house in Male or female roommate to share
great Portland location. Room with spacious two bedroom West End
loft, WID , 1 dog, 1 cat, 2 part-time apartment. Must be non ·~ moker,
kids . $375/mo. includes utilities. 774- considerate, neat, mature, 761-2107
eves, 773-2562 days.
5242.
GM seeks roommate , Scarborough PORTLAND Roommate wanted to
location two bedrooms, mostly fur- share large, comfortable intown
nished,' laundry
and
parking. house with two professional nonResponsible N/S neat person with smoking males. Walk to USM, MMC
quiet lifeSlyle. $225. plus utilities. or downtown. Available immediately.
$250 plus 1/3 utilities. Call David
Call 883-8674, leave message.
773-9733 evenings.

Professional woman seeks 2 female
housemates, 30+ to share 3 bedroom house, Meeting House Hill,
South Portland. Quiet neighborhood,
10 minutes from beach, parking ,
washer/dryer, storage. Must be
responsible,
neat,
non-smoker.
Available
mid
Jan/Feb.lst.
$300/month + 113 utilities . Call 7997675.
Professional woman seeks female
housemate, 30+ to share charming
3-bedroom house on West-End.
Must be neat, responsible and open
to alternative lifeSlyles. Non-smoker.
WID
Hook-up. $375.1month
+
utilities. Call 774-7224.
S. Portland - Male roommate (25-33)
wanted to share small 2 bedroom
house near beach with 26-year-old
female. Call1ina 767-80t7.

real estate
REALISTIC OFFERINGS: West End
ltalianate with income producing unit.
$112,900. Waterfront Condo with 3
bedrooms, 2 bath, 1 car garage,
single $169,000. Eastern Prom watE!r
views. 2 bedroom, John CalVin
Stevens. $116,900. 100% financing
fixed to qualified buyer. 2 bedroom 1
1/2 bath, $89,000. Oceanfront So.
Freeport 2 bedroom, Comtemporary
$189,900. CALL US TODAY!! E.
Hona Longstaff Akers Longstaff
Lewis (0) 774-8300 (h) 767-2679.

ARTIST and fine craftsman, we have
space available for rent to display
your craft in prime Exchange Street
location. Call Old Port Artisans at
871-1090.
CRAFTERS WANTED- Craft store
opening in Dansk Mall in Kittery, Me.
Interested craftspeople contact N.E.
Crafters, 865-1404.
EXCLUSIVE
STATE
DISTRIBUTORSHIP and agents, for new
revolutionary breaking and jackknife
control system. Patented worldwide
with and without investment. State
distributor
profit
potential
$300 ,000 .00 yearly. In doubt? Check
it out!! 1-800-845-6026, Accident
Control Systems, Inc.
How would you like to earn
$2oo0/mo. in your spare time? No
sales necessary. No risk. Training
and support. Gall 284-8662 to
schedule a I-hour informational
meeting.

wheels
1970 Plymouth Valient - 60,000
original miles, runs like a top, needs
sticker. $600. Call 775-5958.
CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED 84 VW...
$50. 87 Mercedes .. . $200. 85 Mercedes ... $100. 65 Mustang ... $50.
Choose from thousands starting $25.
FREE 24 hour Recording Reveals
Details 801-379-2929 Ext. MJ 115C
U.S. HOTLINE copyright.
DRUGLORD TRUCKS!...$I00. 84
Bronoo ...$5O. 89 Blazer... $150. 75
Jeep CJ ... $50. Seized Vans, 4x4's,
Boats. Choose from thousands starting $25. FREE 24 Hour Recording
Reveals Details 801-379-2930 Ext.
MK115C U.S. HOTLINE copyright.

Downtown Storefront - Completely renovaled . Join busy bookstore in this highly
visible, high foot· traffic area on Congress Street. 2000 sq ft, 165 ft sheetrock wall,
high ceiling. Ideal for Art Gallety, Frame shop, Boutiques, etc. Very reasonable rent.
TURNKEY - ready 10 occupy. 799·7890.

*

*

*

3 MONTHS FREE HEAT
The best apartments in Portland
Forest Ave"
ShermanSt"
Spring St"
Cumberland Ave.
Stevens Ave"
Exchange St..
CHOOSE FROM :
Beautiful, spacious 1 or 2 bedroom apts, some with parking,
on site laundrey, oil heat, hardwood floors, and much more!
Apartments shown 7 days a week. Section 8 certificates
welcome.

797-0223 SPECTRUM, INC

This week's puzzle was
created by touch-typing a
message on an Arabic
typewriter.
You don't have to speak a
word of the language to
translate it.

stuff for sale

wanted
Semi-serious chess player looking to
meet other semi-serious chess
players to play semi-serious chesswhat else? Not a killer, not rated- not
a pushover, either. I have time for
about one or two games every other
week. Gender non an issue: maturily,
intellect and a sense of humor are
very important. Call Bill at 828-1554
after 6 weekdays.

Chest style Maytag freezer: large
holding capacity, new 1981. $250 or
best offer. Call 838-6214
LOSE WEIGHT-TRIM DOWN AND
GET IN SHAPE!! Create your own
gym! Fit For Life Gympac 500
Weight Set that is a Wall and Bench
Unit, with leg attachments etc. $125.
ALSO! a Hand Weight Set (Bar
Bells). $25. Call 865-6722, leave
message.

employment
$200-$500
WEEKLY- Assemble
products at horne. Easy! No selling.
You're paid direct. Fully Guaranteed.
FREE 24 Hour Recording . 801-3792900 Ext. MDI15H.
$40,000lyrl READ BOOKS and TV
scripts. Fill out simple "like/don't like"
form. EASY! Fun, relaxing at home,
beach, vacations. Labor shortage,
guaranteed paycheck. Also Correc$30,000,
Read
TV
tions.. .
Scripts ...$5O,000,
Number
Pages ...$21 ,000,
Make
Index .. .$30,OOO. FREE 24 Hour
Recording .
801-379-2925
Ext
MG 115B Hurry! Offer ends soon!

$40,000Iyr! READ BOOKS and TV

scripts. Fill out simple "like/don't like"
form. EASY! Fun, relaxing at home,
beach,
vacation.
Guaranteed
paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording .
801-379-2925 Ext. MEI15B.
WANTED From Portland and surrounding areas, ages 9-19, to compete in the 2nd annual MISS PRETEEN, JR. TEEN & TEEN 1991
Portland
PAGEANTS.
Over
$15,000.00 in prizes, scholarships
and an all expense paid trip to
Nationals in Orlando. Call 1-800345-2330 ext 1352.

Ca<C'o Bay Weekly has an opportunity for an energetic
account executive to join our sales team.
We are looking for an experienced and dynamic sales
representative to pioneer and maintain new accounts as
well as service existing ones. You must be organized,
creative and possess excellent interpersonal skills. You will
work as an integral part of the sales team wh!le aggressively developing and independantly managing your ow~
territory. Familiarity with the Greater Portland mark~t ~Ill
be a plus. This position pays a base salary plus commISSion.
An ambitious salesperson will earn $21 K-S2SK plus health
coverage and benefits. If you are enthusiastic about . .
advertising sales send a resume and cover letter outlimng
why you'd like to work for Casco Bay Weekly to:

SSlA Congress St.
Portland, ME 04101

Attn: Holly Lynn,
AdvertIsIng sales manager
(no phone calls please)

WANTED
Experienced nail technicians
and estheticians
Work in Progressive
nail salon!!
Call to set up an interview
781-7203

g;;;

Creative types look for studio space in
Casco Bay Weekly's classifieds.

Get sheiking

FREE! FREE! FREE! Junk car
removal. Any condition, car carriers
available. Call 774-0268.

ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE

houses/rent
Gorham: country setting, four bedroom, living, dining room, eat-in
kitchen, sun porch, parking , on lost
of
acreage.
Privacy
abounds
$775/monthly. Call 839-6214.

business opps

27

Nails by Mary

.~

Can you solve the Real
Puzzle? There is a $20 gift
certificate from Alberta's for
the first prize winner. The
second prize wi nner recei ves
free admission for two to Li'l
Ed & the Blues Imperials on
January 21 at Raoul's Roadside Attraction. Drawings are
done at random. Contestants

are ineligible to win more
than one prize in a four-week
span. Only one entry is allowed per person per week.
All entries for this week's
puzzle must be received by
Wed., Jan 16. The solution to
this week's puzzle will appear in the Jan. 24 issue of
Casco Bay Weekly.

Send your best guess to:
Real Puzzle #53
Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress Street
Portland, Maine 04102

(Don Rubin's book, BRAINSTORMS, was recently
published by Harper and
Raw.)

biz services
College Student with truck available
to do odd jobs and moving. Very
handy and can fix most anything.
Experienced mover who will move
you for less. 774-2159 anytime.
G & B CLEANING COMPANY- offers
first time FREE cleaning! We can
contract offices, homes and commercial properties. References, bonded, FREE ESTIMATES! 772-5173,
leave message.
HOUSE CLEANING: By mature,
responsible, eHicient woman. $12.50
per hour. Call 774-1992.
Income Tax Prepared at Reasonable
Rates . Prompt personal service.
Quick refund with electronic filing.
Many returns completed in one
visist. For estimate or appointment,
call John Hudson 772-1199, 7 am-l0
pm, 7 days a week.

N

AS T

Y
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EAT

COt.lPUlSIVE ClEA-NINO
...and oth.r life support ..tv,"s

with

If you've ever cleaned up for the
cleaning person .. . or worse ,
cleaned up after them ...
You need me in your life.
Katherine Clark
772-8784
commercial
residential

IF YOU HAVE SOLD
YOUR HOME AND TAKEN
BACK A MORTGAGE
I WILL BUY BACK TIIAT
Sales
profesSionals
or
small
MORTGAGE FOR
businesses interested in superior
qualily
leads,
appointments
scheduled or phone surveys. I have
dynamic telemarketing skills and 8
years of professional sales experience. Daytime, evening and Sat.
AM phonework. You pay only for
production. 797-0730.

NEW YEAR
NEW CAREER

CASH
CALL
1-800-339-7305

ASK FOR MARC

773-4413
1 Pleasant Street, Portland.

-

photography
Valentine's day is coming. Give him
a gift that only you can give. Something that will take his breath awayl
An elegant and seductive boudoir
portrait capturing the unforgettable
you. Be pampered by our professional makeup artist and photographer in a safe comfortable environment. Call Jennifer at Silk Images about our VALENTINE'S SPECIAL. 772-8180.

-

DROP ME ~JJNE...

Cali Always...

Sat 10-5

a restaurant without
a ca nopenerl

PROGRESSIVE CARDS, GIFTS + WRAP
144 HIGH ST., PORTlAND

773-5547

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE

----The-----~\/]ong

47 middle 51.
portland 774·9399

Br~PUb

entrees from 9.95

At

39F......t

Wise
Trading Co., Inc.
ESTABUSHED 1913

"Quality merchandise
and experience you can trust"
We Buy Anything Worth Buying

••• WE PAY CASH· • •

Use our conventent Lay-Away plan

14k Gold $13.95per gram
Bln(-SELL-TEUUOE
4 Stores to Serve You
498 Congress St., Portland

772-3932
330 !.i.bon St.• Lcwi>ton
155 Front St.• Bath
1 T7 W~tcr St.•
Augusta.
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TO THE ALL NEW
UNION STATION FITNESS
OUR NEW FACILITY
IS BIGGER & BETTER
• Aerobics
• Open Every Day!
5am TO 10pm
• larger locker
Rooms wI Saunas
• Complete line of
NAUTilUS Equipment
• Personal Trainers
• lots of Parking
• latest Cardiovascular
Equipment
• Still The Best Workout
Value in Town!
3 Months for $89

Uni

Sta ion

Fitness
The Total Health and Fitness Center

UNION STATION SHOPPING PLAZA

St. John Street, Portland
. ,:

For more information call 879-9114

